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Introduction

The late Professor George Coedes's edition and translation of Rama
Ga1]1hen's inscription! are so authoritative that any attempt to improve
on them may seem futile, if not downright impertinent. But almost
half a century has passed since they appeared. In the meantime a new
generation of scholars, both Siamese and Western, have been able to
study the inscription, either from the stone itself or from Coedes's
photographs of rubbings; a number ofSukhodayan inscriptions which were
unknown to Coedes have been discovered and edited, furnishing comparative material for the interpretation of obscure words and phrases; and
much new information on Southeast Asian history and archeology has
been gathered. As it is therefore possible to propose a few new readings
or interpretations of difficult passages in Rama Ga~hE!i"t's text, we have
ventured to undertake a new translation, with copious explanatory notes.
The first reasonably satisfactory translation of Rama Ga111hen's
inscription into a western language is that of Cornelius Beach
Bradley, Professor of Rhetoric at the University of California, which
appeared in 1909. Professor Bradley's father, the American medical
1) Coedes, Recueil des inscriptions du Siam, Bangkok, 19 24, p. 3 7 ff., with text in
Romanized transcription, French translation, introduction, and notes; IIN'\.lniu1101
4
~tl l~'l(lJ1'1'~1~1lfll'i~llJ
...
..
. modern
A~,
fllfll'l .,, Bang kk
o , same date, p. 51 f·f., text m
Siamese characters, with translations of Coedes's introduction and notes,
prepared by Luang Boribal Buribandh under the direction of Prince Damrong
Rajanubhab; reprinted in tla~lJiYm1l1~mru1lJ fllfl\~ .,, for distribution at the cremauon of Lady Sin Bhaktinarasre~~ha, Bangkok, B.E. 2 500, pp. 1 ff. Coedes's
translation bas been repri11ted by the Siam Society, together with an English
version by H.R.H. Prince Wan Waithyakon, in a pamphlet entitled L'in.<cription
du. mi Rama Gmz~h~h de Sukhoday(l, Bangkok, 1965.
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missionary Dr Dan Beach Bradley, who lived in Siam from 1835 until
his death in 1873, had edited and printed the Bangkok Calendar as well
as numerous Siamese legal and historical texts, and written an authoritative Siamese Dictionary. Professor C.B. Bradley was born in Bangkok,
spent his youth in Siam, went to Europe and America in the 1860's,
later served as a missionary in Bangkok but retired because of ill health,
and finally settled in California in the early 1870's.
He was an authority on the Siamese language, and wrote several papers on Siamese grammar and phonology. In the course of a later visit to Bangkok he devoted
long and painstaking study to Rama Gaq1hen's inscription, working
directly from the stone.
Bradley begins his paper with an expression of thanks to Prince
Oamrong Rajanubhab and several other scholars for their generous help
in the decipherment and interpretation. Then he gives a bibliography,
with some scornful remarks on the work of previous editors and translators. In a long and illuminating introduction, he discusses the stone and its
history; the script and vocabulary of the text; the literary style, with its
recurrent patterns, balanced and rhythmic phrasing, stereotyped expressions and rhyming jingles; and finally the author of the text, Rama Gatnhe6. Then come the translation itself, the text transliterated into
modern Siamese characters, and twenty-fours pages of notes.
His translation is much better than any of the earlier attempts, but
it is far from irreproachable. Quite apart from his style, which is rather
incoherent in places, and in general too archaistic and Biblical to suit
modern tastes, it is obvious that he mistook the sense of several passages.
Coedes, before undertaking his definitive edition of the inscription,
wrote two preparatory studies, one of which he published in 1918 (JSS
XII/1, pp. 1 ff.), the other in 1923 (JSS XVII/3, pp. 113 ff.). In the introduction to the first he writes:
'L'inscription de Rama Khamheng est un document d'une si grande
importance qu'on ne saurait negliger aucun detail susceptible de resoudre
les nombreux problemes qu'il pose. Le dernier editeur de ce text difficile,
Prof. C. B. Bradley, a corrige la plupart des erreurs de ses devanciers,
et est parvenu a elucider completement le sens de quelques passages
obscurs: i1 n'a laisse q u'a glaner a pres lui.'
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In his preparatory studies, nevertheless, Coedes proposed a large
number of amendments, either in reading or in interpretation, most of
which he later incorporated in the definitive edition of 1924. His translation, no matter how much it owes to Bradley's, is a far better piece of
work. Written in a clear and unpretentious style, it makes perfectly
good sense throughout.

The stone and its discovery.-Rama Gal}lheri's inscription is engraved
on a stout pillar of fine-grained stone with a rounded pyramidal top
(Fig. l ). The pillar is 35 em. square, and has a total height of 1.11 m.
including the tenon. Faces I and II each have 35 lines of writing; Faces
III and IV each 27 (Fig. 3 a, b, c, d).
This pillar, together with the one bearing Mahadbarmaraja I's
Khmer inscription, was discovered at Sukhodaya in 1833 by Prince
Mahamankuta, the future King Rama IV, when he was still a monk.
His attention was first attracted not by the inscriptions themselves, but
by a Out slab of stone with designs carved in bas-relief on its edges (Fig.
2 b). As we now know, this slab was the seat of the throne set up in
1292 by IUima Gall)hen. The memory of its potency had survived for
more than 540 years, though Ram a Gan}.hen's name had long been forgotten, and though Sukhodaya had ceased to be a capital in the 1420's and
the site of the city, abandoned during the wars of the 18th century, was
now occupied only by a few scattered villages.
Here is the story of Prince Mahamanku~a's discovery, as related in

tlle llistory of Four Reigns2 :
In the year of the serpent Culasakaraja 1195 (1833 A.D.]_ he] made
a pilgrimage in the north country (i.e. the Sukhodaya regton , st~p
ping to worship at various cetiyas, and at last hehca7e t~ the tctty
of Sukhodaya. Here, as he wandered about, ~ , oun a s o~e
, . ..
beside the ruins of the old pal<~ce. It was an
throne-sedt set m p1ace
'11· s for 'myonc who
object of reverence and fear _to all ~he vt a~er., t 'ran ill with
't 'th ut domg obeisance was sure o '
passed close to l · Wl 0
..
!ked straight up to the stone
1
fever. When the Prince saw_~~~~------··-.. ---~ ·,;·
•

---··------·-----~-------h~--e~~;ct fro~~ Prince Vajiraiiii~a's !'fnmlht11H11JLfl1l'taL11
2) Our translatwn of t
.,
~
~
1924 . Cf. Bradley's translation
, ..,
~
•
.
,J•~'If'"'"m1ll~ nff!lllJ flll'll1 .. ,
umHl\1 c1. 1'!ffi11l gtven !11 . ·~ ,"'"

at JSS VI/1, P· 7 ·
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and sat on it; but because of the power of his accumulated merits
he suffered no harm whatever. On his return, he had the stone
throne brought down [to Bangkok] and set up as a preaching-bench
at Vat Rajadhivasa. When he became King [in 1851 A.D.] he
removed it to the Chapel Royal of the Emerald Buddha. In addition he obtained [Mahadharmaraja I's] stone inscription in Khmer
and [Rama Ga1~1heli's] inscription in Old Siamese, which he also
placed in the Chapel Royal.
Without actually saying so, this account clearly implies that the
Prince discovered the two inscriptions at the same time as the throne
beside the ruins Of the old palace ewi)ulllll'lllllrlHlfH~·~e~; note that the term
tiluthtffl\'h 'palace mound', is the name still used for the huge brick platform, cleared a few years ago, which is all that now remains of the Royal
Palace at Sukhodaya). In any case it stands to reason that Rama
Garphen's inscription was originally set up beside the stone throne, the
erection and dedication of which it commemorates; and it was evidently
still in situ when the Prince discovered it.
When the two inscriptions and the throne reached Bangkok, they
were first installed at Vat Sarno Ray (now Vat Rajadhivasa), where
Prince Mahamanku\a was then residing. Three years later when he
became Abbot of Vat Pavaranivesa he took the inscriptions with him,
but left the throne behind. In 1911 his grandson Rama VI had the
throne removed to the throne-room named Bral1 Di-nan Tusita Mahaprasuda in the Royal Palace and fitted with lacquered and gilt supports
of carved wood (Fig. 2 a). In 1924 the two inscriptions were placed in
the Vajirana11a Library. Rama Ga111heri's is now in the Bangkok National Museum, while Mahadharmaraja l's is in the Manuscript and Inscription Division of the National Library.

Early attempts to decipher and translate the inscription.-Prince
can justly be called the founder of Siamese epigraphy.
When he set about deciphering Rama Gatpheti.'s text, there was no one
in the world who had ever tried to read an inscription in Old Siamese. 3
Mabamanku~a

---~---~--·-----

3) Or, for that matter, in Old Khmer, such as Mahadharmaraja l's, with which we
shall not be concerned in this paper. The systematic study of Cambodian
inscriptions, largely the work of European scholars, did not begin unti11879.
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The first problem that had to be solved was the script. The consonants, based on a Khmer cursive, offered relatively little difficulty, as
the Khmer alphabet which was in use at that time for Pali texts was of
course well known to the monks; but the vowels gave trouble.
In contrast to Khmer and to modern Siamese, such vowels as i and I, instead of
being superscript, and u and ii instead of being subscript, are written
before the initial consonant of the syllable, and enlarged to the same size
as the consonants. The mai-han-akasa ( ~) is completely lacking, the
sound of in a closed syllable being represented instead by reduplicating
the final consonant-a usage that continued sporadically throughout tbe
Sukhodaya period, though the mai-han-akasa came into occasional use
before 1350. 'To the eye acquainted only with modern Siamese,' says
Bradley (p. 10), 'this inscription seems at first quite as foreign as the
Khmer inscription [of Mahadharmaraja I] which stands beside it ..... .
Closer scrutiny detects here and there a letter barely recognizable in its
grotesque aldermanic breadth. And after the characters are all learned,
their sequence is still a source of perplexity, being often quite different
from that of modern Siamese.'

a

In 1836 the task of decipherment was turned over to a Commission of scholars under the direction of Prince B-.~~a, the learned monk
who is best known by his later title Kram Bra{1ya Pavaresvariyalai1karaJ;la. He had perhaps already grasped the principles of the script; and
after that it was possible to get the gist of the text, but not yet a full
understanding of it.
The first published work to mention this inscription is The Kingdom and people of Siam, by Sir John Bowring (London, 1857), who visited
Bangkok in 1855 as the British envoy to King Rama IV. The King gave
him two lithographic copies of the inscription, evidently reproduced from
a pen-sketch or eye-copy prepared by the Commission, imitating the
form of the letters in the inscription as closely as possible, but dividing
the lines differently. A facsimile of the first page, containing fourteen
lines of writing, appears in Bowring's book (see our Fig. 4). On it the
King had added, in his own hand, the English equivalents of a few of
the words.
These additions, as far as they go, show that Rama IV
understood the principles of the script and the meaning of tbe opening
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lines, but there is one unexpected difficulty. Rama Gatpher1's father;s name,
Sri Indraditya, is written \o ~mm "11~v in the inscription, though in order
to be consistent with the principles of the script it ought to have been
"il, "~vHlm\ww. Observing that something was wrong; Rama IV seems to
have tried to find a plausible name that could be made out with the least
possible amendment to what he could see on the stone, and hit upon
•Surindradity', i.e. Surendraditya, which. would be a suitable name for a
member of the Solar Dynasty. The guess, though not right, was logical
enough, and the reading could be explained on the assumption that the
first"' was a mistake for,
In the accompanying letter, which Bowring prints, Riima IV says
that he is sending him 'two copies of the ancient Siamese letters first
invented in the year of the Christian era 1282 [probably a misprint for
1283, for misprints abound in the book], which letters were copied out
from a stone pillar on which they were transcribed.' He adds: 'I have
commenced their translation in English for your Excellency, but I cannot
fulfill it or do it complete on this occasion. I will send it to your Excellency on another occasion, when it is completely done. •4 While the King
understood the statement at lV j9, his letter hints at unsolved difficulties
elsewhere.
While Bowring gives only the first page of the lithographic copy, the
Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris possesses a full set, containing six pages
of text (Fig. 5 a, b, c, d, e, f), presented in 1856 to de Montigny, the
French envoy, by Bishop Pallegoix's pro-vicar, Clemenceau. 5 Inside the
cover-page is the following note, written by hand in English: 'A copy of
an Ancient Siamese inscription. The original is dated about the year
1193 of the Christian Era, and was discovered on a stone pillar in the city
of Sukhodaya, the capital of Siam at that period. Printed at the Royal
printing office, in the lithographic press. Bangkok.' The date, 'about
4) Bowring, The Kingdom and Peoj•le of Sw111, Vol. II, p. 444.
5) Written by hand on the cover is the following note : 'Offert par M. 1' Abb~
Clcmenceau, Missionnaire Apostolig_ue a Bangkok,' followed by the signature,
'C. de Montigny.' Cf. de Croizier, Notices des manuscrits siumois de la flib/iothequc
Nationale, Paris, 1887, pp. 34, 61, 79; Coedes, Recueil, I, p. 37.
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1193 of the Christian Era,' is evidently a slip for 1293; the right date is
1214 saka, equivalent to 1292 A.D. 6
This document may be taken as a measure of the progress made by
the Commission in deciphering the text by the beginning of Rama IV's
reign.
It contains several dozen false readings which later scholars
have been able to rectify-mostly mistakes resulting from making the
wrong choice between two letters that look much alike in Rama
Gaq1hen's script. When we remember the lack of comparative materials that would help to establish the context, we shall feel less inclined
to blame the Commission for their mistakes than to praise them for their
skill in accomplishing as much as they did at this early period. It is
uncertain how much progress they had made in understanding the text,
for deciphering it was only part of the problem. There were lots of
other difficulties-archaic spelling, obsolete words, obscure turns of phrase,
and ambiguous syntax-which could cause misunderstandings that would
not show up in a transcript but would be all too evident in a translation
into a Western language.
The first person to attempt such a translation was the German,
Adolf Bastian, who visited Bangkok in 1863. 'The inscription,' he says,
'is written in an ancient kind of character, differing from the present one.
The vowels are written in one line with the consonants, and the diacritical marks of the modern alphabet are mostly dispensed with [by 'diacritical marks, Bastian seems to mean, at least in part, the superscript
and subscript vowels]... . I was enabled by the help of some learned
friends in Bangkok to extract the antiquated alphabet of the inscription,
but have not brought it yet to the state of perfection which would be
desirable for publication.' Bastian gives no facsimile of the text but, in
order to furnish the reader a sample, cites the illustration in Bowring's
book (our Fig. 4). 'Even the present translation which I offer here,' he
6)

In the old Khmer and Siamese calendars, the year of course did not change on
January 1 of the western calendar, but spread over parts of two successive years
of the Christian Era; so when a year is given in saka (mahasakaraja) without the
month being stated, it is never possible to know exactly which year of the Christian era it corresponds to. In such circumstances Coedes adds 78 to the year in
saka (e.g. Recueil, I, p. 38), which gives a better chance of making the right con·
version. Bradley on the other hand adds 79 (see JSS VI/1, p. 57), and arrives
at 1293 A.D. for the date of the inscription (JSS VI/ 1, p. 7).
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adds, 'is still a very imperfect one, but whenever I was at a fault to
make out a satisfactory explanation, I was sure to find the best informed
Siamese in the same predicament.'?
Just as we should expect, Bastian's translation contains quantities
small mistakes and several big ones (cf. Appendix). Bradley says it
is 'really no translation, but a first sketch, in which the writer reports
such impressions of the drift and import of the writing as he was able to
get from Siamese sources.•s Bastian, however, brings out most of the
points on Faces I and IV that would be of interest to historians, e.g. that
Rama Gal}1heii helped his father defeat the ·Chief of Chat at Tak; that
after serving his father loyally, and then serving his elder brother in the
same way, he became king upon the latter's death; and that he devised
the letters of the Tai alphabet. Bastian seems to have understood the
limits of the kingdom more or less correctly, though there are bad misprints in some of the names; and he not only read the dates 1205 and
1214 correctly, but also recognized the era as the mabasakaraja.9 On
the other hand he makes very little sense out ofRama Gal]lhen's moving
account of the freedom, justice and prosperity that prevailed in the
kingdom, his eloquent description of the capital city, or his statements
a bout Buddhism; and the translation of the passage regarding 'the flat
stone called Manang-sila' is a nightmare.

or

The next European to essay a translation was the French missionary
Pere Schmitt, who had lived in Siam for many years.
He published it,
together with a transcript of the text, in 1884 and again in 1885.' 0
This transcript, says Bradley, 'is neither a facsimile nor a tracing, nor a
rendering of it by any method of accurate reproduction. What the author
supposed to be found on the stone, and what he supplied from conjecture,
are both set down alike in coarse black leiters apparently drawn with a
brush. Words still plainly to be read on the stone reappear strangely, or
7) Bastian, On some Siamese Inscriptions, Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of

Bengal, XXXIV /I, p. 29 f.
JSS Vl/1, p. 3.
9) Bastian, op. cit., p. 36; cf. Garnier, Voyage d'cxj>loration en Indo-Chine, P_aris,
1873, I, p. 136 f. Note that Bastian's transcriptions of names (where theprwter
has not mangled them) are mostly based on Pallegoix's system.
10) Excursions et reconnaissances (Saigon), VIII, No. 19, 1884; Deux anciennes
inscriptions siamoises transcrites et traduites par M. Schmitt, Saigon, 18 8 5.
8)
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even absurdly, transformed. The translation, naturally, repeats the errors
of this transcript; with; of course, others of its own.'ll Revised versions
of Schmitt's work were published in Le Siam ancien in 1895; and in Mission Pavie in 1898, with photographic representations of the text (Fig. 6). 12
'For the scholarj' says Bradley, 'the value of this text is very seriously
diminished by the fact that it bas everywhere been retouched, and that
too, it would seem, without reference to the original, but to some inaccurate
transcript-apparently the one twice published before. Similar changes
of the text appear, and nearly all the lacunae are written in so as to appear
as text. Transliteration and translation are, of course, no more authentic
than the text on which they are based-if it be not rather sometimes the
case that the interpretation has determined the text.'l3
Yet Schmitt's translation, faulty as it is, marks a great advance over
Bastian's in most respects, though occasionally he misunderstands a
II) JSS VI/I, p. 3.
12) Fournereau, Le Siam ancien, Vol. I, Paris, 189 5, pp. 216-241; Mission Pa·ui,•,
Indo-Chine 187.'J.J8.9[i, Vol. II, Paris, 1898, pp. 175 ff.
13) JSS Vf/1, p. 4. -Schmitt's pi ates (rig. 6) are certainly not made from photographs either of the inscription itself or of rubbings. The most conspicuous
retouching appears to have been done by smearing white ink over certain
groups of letters to indicate lacunae due to the flaking of the stone. If the
photographs had been made from the stone or from rubbings, most of these
letters would never have appeared at all. The actual damage to tbe stone is
widespread and irregular, whereas the smears on the photographs would lead
us to believe there were only three lacunae in the whole inscription, all of
them surprisingly neat in shape. Apart from them. the photographs show a
clear and unbroken text such as we might expect from a painted replica of the
stone on which the lacunae had been conjecturally restored.
Aymonier tells us he saw just such a copy of it in 1884, when he was
making rubbings of the inscription in the Chapel Royal: 'Les Siamois,' he
writes, 'avaient essaye de reproduire exactement cette stele sur une piece de
bois passee en couleur et placee sous un hangar a proximite' (Aymonier, Le
Cambodge, II, Paris, 1901, p. 71 ). This copy has disappeared; but if, as seems
likely, it was similar in format to the Commission's facsimile of Mahadharmarajii I's Khmer inscription, it was a black wooden pillar with the letters painted
on it in yellow ink (see Coedes in BEFEO XVII/1, p. 2). Whether or not it is
the source of Schmitt's plates can only be guessed.
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passage that Bastian understood correctly .14 Schmitt may be said to
have taken two large steps forward, and a small step backward. The
steps forward almost certainly reHect progress made by the Siamese
editors bet ween the 1850's and the 1890's toward a better understanding
of the text. It is bard to account for the step backward, which certainly
cannot be blamed on Schmitt's Siamese informants. 1 s
The llrst publication of any part of the inscription prepared by the
Siamese editors was in the Vajirafiarya Magazine, Vol. VI, pp. 3574-3577,
Bangkok, 1898. Bradley calls this work 'a short article embodying in a
freely modernized version nearly the whole of the fourth face of the
inscription, including the dates, the story of the origination of Siamese
writing, and the boundaries of the realm.•16
In 1908 the Crown Prince Vajiravudh, the future King Rama VI,
made a tour of the cities of the old kingdom of Sukhodaya, of which he
has left us a valuable account.1 7 In the same year a pamphlet of 22
pages was prepared and printed for him, entitled (~tJ~~~fl~~l'll,\1 (Bangkok,
1908), containing the texts of three Sukhodayan inscriptions. IS That of
all four faces of Rama Ga1,;11heil's inscription is given, 'in modern Siamese
characters and spelling, with occasional substitution of modern words,'
says Bradley. 'Here also there is no indication of what portions are
conjectural,' he remarks; 'but upon the whole, I find it the least inaccurate
text so far produced.' 19
At I/1, for instance, Schmitt takes the name Pan Moan (Blln 1\Jiiang) as representing two separate persons, though Bastian realized that only one was meant.
Again at II/24 he takes bral;l aHhiirasa to mean 'statuettes et bas-reliefs' (Lo
Siam amien, p. 236, note 4); but Bastian had got it right: 'a statue of Buddha,
18 cubits high'.
15) Every educated Siamese knew the Pali word aHharasa, 'eighteen', denoting a
statue of the Buddha 18 cubits in height (about 9 m.).
14)

16) JSS Vl/1, p. 4.
d

17)

~

'l!l(

....

'(l'lJ(~l'~m~1!JHil~JllH'illYI1lJ1111'1J7llllii~Ull'lff!lJ1l,

4.
~
~
t
...
1"" J
~ltJ~(\1V1~l.J1Hl'!ltn~, 1111-1 fll'I'\Jl1lf1!1 G>loobo

During the course of this trip he collected at least two Sukhodayan inscriptions.
One of them is Inscription No. VIII (R.ecueil, p. 123; cf. ibid., p. 6); for the
other, see Griswold and Prasert in JSS LIX/ 1, pp. 157 ff.
Inscriptions
1 (Rama Gal}lhen's), III and IV (for III and IV, see J~ecueil, pp. 77
18)
ff., 91 ff. ). This pamphlet was reprinted in th:::~l.JW~RnYin nlfll'l .,, Bangkok,
19 14; second edition, Bangkok, 19 6 3.
19) JSS VI/1, p. 4.
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Bradley's own article on the inscription, which appeared the following year, marks what we might call several large strides forward, but
with a surprising step backward here and there. He possessed formidable
qualifications for the task: he had a kind of dogged pertinacity, rare in
Siam at that time, in searching out the exact meaning of every word and
phrase, including those that might not seem very important; and few
Westerners of his day could match his knowledge of Siamese syntax.
The passage at 1/6 f., 1vhi.Jnnil11Hi,n~ Ylu, for instance, had generally been
understood to mean that Rama Garphen's father took flight; Bradley
realized it was the father's followers who took flight, not the father
himself. In many other places, where Bastian and Schmitt had been all
at sea, Bradley got the sense right, or nearly so (cf. Appendix); but in
one passage (Ill/1 0-27), the general sense of which Schmitt had gotten
well enough, Bradley went seriously wrong. Schmitt knew that
'Manarii1~ilapatra' (though he did not read the word quite right) was the
name of a throne; but Bradley thought it was the name of the inscription
itself (cf. Appendix, pp. 225-7). As a result he completely overlooked
the formal purpose of the text to which his paper is devoted.
Purpose of the inscription.-Southeast Asian inscriptions are never
mere lyrical effusion, eulogy, or narrative. They may contain plenty of
all these things, and others besides; but no matter how much supplementary information they may give, every one of them has a definite formal
purpose. 'Not a single one of them was engraved except in connection
with some particular event,' writes Coedes, who has probably studied
more of them than anyone else in our time. 'In all the ancient epigraphy
of Southeast Asia I do not think it possible to cite a single prasasti (eulogy)
composed solely to perpetuate in stone the virtues or the high accomplishments of a monarch; and in fact all the known inscriptions in Thai
commemorate some religious foundation or some particular ceremony .' 20

The inscriptions of Sukhodaya, whatever their formal object, often
give a lot of information on both political and religious affairs, the state
of the kingdom at the time they were composed, the ancestry and biography
of the ruler, and historical events. Sometimes, indeed, there is so much
incidental matter that it takes a little searching to find the formal purpose;
20) JSS XII/1, p. 21 (our translation).
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but, unless the statement has been broken off or obliterated, it is always
there somewhere; and most often it is intimately connected with the
exact place where the inscription stood.

When the inscription commem-

orated a donation to religion, such as the consecration of a monastery,
a monument or a statue, it was usually set up beside the building or
engraved on the base of the image; when it recorded the consecration
of a throne it would naturally be set up beside the throne itself.
Schmitt thought the purpose of Rama Gat;nhen's inscription was to
record the administrative and religious Constitution of the kingdom.
Rama Gaq~hen, he says, 'a fait graver sur cette pierre la loi qui n§git son
royaume, pour que le peuple en prit connaissance.

Les usages civils et

religieux indiques sur cette inscription sont encore aujourd'hui mis en
pratique, dans le pays de Siam, sans changement notable. Cette inscription est res tee la base fondamentale de leur vie civile et religieuse.' 2 1
In fact Schmitt was not wholly wrong; certainly a part of its purpose
was more or less what he says; and while he failed to identify its formal
purpose, he at least had the good sense to see that it had one.
Bradley will have none of this.

'The inscription,' he writes, 'has

repeatedly been published, with transliterations, translations, and essays
upon it . . . In spite of all these editors have done,-1 am not sure but I
should have said, in consequence of what they have done,- the real nature
and intent of this perfectly direct and simple-hearted utterance seems at
many points misapprehended. One editor finds in it--apparently for no
other reason than that it is now the thing to do-a complete code of civil
law. Another finds in it a complete ritual or religious observance and
ceremony .. .'22 Bradley's own view of Rama Gaq~heli.'s purpose seems
to be as follows: 'The inscription commemorates his reign .... the things
he deems most memorable in all his reign :-the invention of writing; the
solemn reverence paid by him and his people to the sacred relics ... ; and
the consecration and setting up of the inscribed stones which were to
record in Siamese words the achievement of a united Siam.•23
21) MissionPavie,II,p.l77.
22) JSS Vl/l, pp. 5-6.
23) Abridged from JSS VI/1, pp. 22-24.
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Coedes was the first Western scholar to bring out clearly the formal
purpose of the inscription. 'II est it peu pres certain,' he wrote in 1918,
after adducing a mass of supporting evidence, 'qu'elle a pour objet de
commemorer !'inauguration du Trone de pierre 1Jti1~f111J1'11l au pres duquel. ..
elle se trouvait placec (fft11unHtn7).' 24
Style; contents; dates.-Not all monarchs composed their own
inscriptions; those who preferred a high-flown literary style would be
likely to have them drafted by experts. But the style of Rama Gmphet'l's
text is so completely personal that we cannot doubt he composed it
himself with little or no help from anyone else; and if he did not write it
out with his own hand, he almost certainly dictated it to his scribes to
make a manuscript 'fair copy' for the stone engraver to follow.
His manner of expressing himself is justly famed for its simplicity
and dignity, aptness of diction, and orderly succession of ideas: the
qualities of the text mark it as the work of an alert and disciplined mind.
The orderly succession of his ideas, however, is by no means apparent in
Bastian's or Schmitt's translation; and even in Bradley's there are passages
where it has to be taken on faith. Now that the meaning of almost the
whole text is clear, we can be certain of Rama Ga1phen's coherency; and
if we still fail to see the connection of ideas in a few places, it may be
because the engraver misplaced certain statements, or else because
associations which were obvious to everyone in Rama Garpheri's time
are much less obvious to us.
'The inscription,' says Coedes, 'is made up of three distinct parts.
In the first part [I/1-18] the King, speaking in the first person, gives a
brief biography of himself up to the time of his accession. The second
part [f/18-IV/11] was executed by the same engraver, but speaks of the
King in the third person: it sums up the customs of the country and gives
a description of the city of Sukhodaya, ending with an account of the
founding of the stone throne in M.S. 1214 ( 1292 A. D.), the installation
of the relics at Sri Sajjanalaya in M.S. 1207 (1285 A.D.), and the invention of the writing in M.S. 1205 (1283 A.D.). The third part [IV /11-27]
is written in a different hand, with finer strokes, and the spelling bas
certain features that indicate a later date; it is composed of a eulogy of
~·-------------------~---

24) JSS XII/ 1, p. 21.

----
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the King and a statement of the limits of his kingdom. It can hardly be
doubted that the author of the inscription, that is the person at whose
command it was composed and engraved, is Rama Garpheh himself, and
that its object is to commemorate the installation of the stone throne,
"Manansilapatra", in the Palm-Grove of the Royal Palace in that same
year, 1292 A.D., which seems to have been a date of prime importance
in Rama Gan.1heri's reign, for it was then that he established relations
with the Court of China.' 25
The sequence of these dates, as well as the designation of one of
them, for a long time gave editors trouble; but all the problems concerning them were satisfactorily solved by Coedes in 1918. The reader will
find the references to his solutions in our footnotes.
Each of the four faces of the stone has about the same amount of
surface prepared for writing, i.e. enough to accommodate 35lines comfortably. Faces I and II actually have 35 lines each, but Faces III and IV
have only 27 lines each. Very likely Rama GaQ1het1, when he first began
planning the inscription, gave instructions to prepare a good deal more
space than would be necessary for the main body of the text because he
intended to add one or more epilogues in the years following 1292.
The latter part of Face IV, beginning near the middle of line 11, has
long been recognized as an epilogue. In fact it appears to us to be the
second of two epilogues, the first of which runs from the beginning of
Face IV to the beginning of the second epilogue. At the beginning of
Face IV, before the words vl;nuwn(ll)m'lulH, in a space wide enough for a
letter or two, there are traces of some kind of mark which is now largely
obliterated, but which appears to have been a punctuation mark indicating
the beginning of a new sentence; if not a whole new train of thought.
None of the editors mentions this mark, though Schmitt translates as if
one sentence ended at the end of Face III and a new one started at the
beginning of Face IV. Bastian, Bradley and Coedes all take the sentence
as running on to Face IV without a break. As it happens, this passage
25) Coedes, Recueil, pp. 3 7-3 8 (our translation); regarding the establishment of
relations with China, Coedes adds a footnote referring to BEFEO IV, p. 242
[Pelliot, Deu.-:r: itin;rah·es de Chine en lnda, quoting an extract from the Yi.iansbih; for a recent translation and comment, see Flood, Sukhothai·i'vfongol Rel<~·
tions, JSS LVII/2, p. 223 ].
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makes equally good sense if read as one sentence or two. Coedes gives
some persuasive arguments in favor of taking the whole passage, beginning with 'lll'n;\1tt1i at I!I j26, and ending with mntJn at IV {3-4, as one long
complex sentence. 26 But we can argue, in favor of splitting it into two,
that Rama Garl)heri.'s style avoids complex sentences; and the punctuation mark (for what else can it have been?) seems to be conclusive. For
convenience (and without intending to prejudice the decision) we shall
call the passage at IV/l-11 'Epilogue I', and that at IV{ll-27 'Epilogue II.'
In several respects Epilogue II stands in marked contrast to all the
rest of the inscription. It lists Rama Ga11).hen's territorial acquisitions
first to the east, then to the south, then to the west, then to the north (IV 1
17-26), whereas he himself uses a different order in describing the countryside around his capital-west, east, north, south (li/27-III/10).27 The
engraving was obviously done by a different hand. The word moa1i, which
occurs constantly throughout the inscription, is written~11J!H in Epilogue II,
but elsewhere always \wv1. We find ''ailH and \"iYn in Epilogue II, but ~1ut11
and \<Hln elsewhere. When there is a choice to be made between n and 1,
Epilogue II regularly prefers ll, e.g. "iYtJJ, 'llllJ, '<l!ln, mm, whereas Faces I, II
and III usually prefer 1, e.g. l<H (l/2), h1 (li/7), Tnn (IJ/13, 33; Hl/13), and
luu (II/15). But Face III also has t'ftJl (III/25) and 1w11 (III/I, 4), the latter
occurring before the last appearance of 1tJn (III/13 ). Epilogue I also has
'llnJ (IV/3) and ~vn (TV/3-4). 'Sri' is written ~ro in Faces I and II, \n in
Face III, \ll in Epilogue I, and 'vn again in Epilogue II. 'Sukhodaya' is
written •mh1l'l in Face I, ffn1'1l'ln in the first half of Face II, and 1Y1-u1l'l
'
thereafter. We have ~lll\J!lll in Face I but '~I llllB in Face III; "~l~!la in Faces I
and II, but ~11la in Face IV; and so on. A punctuation mark in the form of
a small circle appears twice in Epilogue Il (IV /24, 26), but it also appears
at least once in the body of the inscription (III/22 ).

.

.

26) See JSS XII/I, p. 22 ff.; JSS XVI!/3, p. 118 f.
27) In Inscription VIII, Mahiidharmar~ija I gives his frontiers first to the north,
then to the south, then to the east, then (presumably, but there is a lacuna) to
the west; see Remcil, p. 123 f. In the Awki:irama Inscription, Mahadharmariija
Il's widow gives her husband's frontiers in the following order: east, southeast,
south, southwest, west, northwest, north (northea&t seems to have been
omitted); see JSS LVII/ I, pp. 41 f., 51.
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The main body of the inscription, if we agree that it ends at the close
of Face III, contains only one date, 1214 saka (1292 A.D.), the year the
throne was installed. It seems certain that the whole of the first three
faces was engraved in that year, in a single operation, probably requiring no more than a few days, soon after the inauguration ceremonies for
the throne were concluded.28 Whatever we may think of the Epilogues,
therefore, the differences in spelling found in Faces I-III cannot be due
to any 'evolution' in the art of writing. An 'evolution' in the ordinary
sense would require a good many years, and we decline to believe the
King would have had the engraver start work on the inscription before
he himself decided what its formal purpose was to be.
Of course no one can guess which parts of it he actually composed
first. He may have been turning certain statements over in his mind
for years, filling them out with proverbial expressions which came naturally to him in daily life, then perfecting and memorizing them. But
he cannot have composed the passage at III/! 0-27 or organized the earlier portions as a whole until around 1292, and only then would he dictate
the final draft to the scribes. We assume that Siamese scribes, then as
now, were allowed to use any spelling they liked, and the engraver would
have to try his best to follow their instructions. Some scribes in 1292
may have been more progressive in their spelling than others, or they
may have pronounced certain words differently and based their spelling
on their own pronunciation. The variations in spelling in the first three
faces, as well as the similarity in handwriting, would be accounted for if
the King dictated different parts of the text to different scribes, but had
all the engraving done by one person. The work of the engraver, incidentally, is not above reproach: he made several mistakes, to which we
shall call attention in our footnotes.
We are inclined to think that Epilogue I was added soon after 1292
by Rama Gan;heri himself, perhaps within a year or so, using a new
scribe but the same old engraver. It contains two dates, 1207 saka
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ···-

--·--···---

·---·----·--

28) We might suppose that -an inscription was usually prepared before the
ceremonies it was intended to commemorate, and the finishing touches put on
at the time of the ceremony. In this case, however, the passage at ITI/13 ff.
seems to describe the throne already consecrated and in use.
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(1285 A.D.) and 1205 saka (1283 A.D.}, both of which are retrospective.
The counter-chronological order in which they are given seems less strange
in an epilogue than it would have been in the main body of the inscription
a few dozen lines after the date 1214 saka.
Epilogue I consists of three short sections, each dealing with a
separate subject.
The first (IV/l4) gives a list of vassal peoples who come to do
homage to Rama Garp.hEdl.

This passage, while we do not take it to be

part of the last sentence on Face III, seems to us to follow it. by a natural
sequence of ideas, as Rama Garp.hei1 sat on the stone throne when receiving the homage of his vassals.

The vassal peoples named here were all

evidently of Tai race, some of them located between Sukhodaya and

Luang Pra BP.mg, some around Luang Pra B£mg and north of it along the
U, and some along the Me Kong. This is a very short list in comparison
to that of the tributary states given in Epilogue II, which cover most of
Siam as well as large parts of Lower Burma and Laos.

If it is intended

to be exhaustive, which may or may not be the case, Rama Gaq1he1i's
realm was still of modest size when Epilogue I was added, but later
expanded enormously.
The second section of Epilogue I (IV {4-8) seems to be a sort of
footnote to explain the reference at III/22 to an inscription erected beside
the Sri Ratanadhatu, or Temple of the Precious Relics, at Jalyai:t. In 1207
saka, as we learn at IV {5, Rama Ga~heti dug up the holy relics, braiJ
dhiitu, evidently from this temple (see below, note 117), buried them in
the middle of Sri Sajjanalaya, and built a cetiya over them which was
finished in six years; then, around the Bra~ Dbiltu, which in this context
must mean the temple at Jalyail, he built a 'wall of rock' which was
finished in three years. In the traditional arithmetic, any part of a year
counts as a whole one; so we must understand that the cetiya was
finished in 1212 saka (1290 A.D.), and the wall of rock in 1214 saka
(1292 A.D.).

We conclude that the purpose of the inscription at Jalymi

was to commemorate the inauguration of the wall.
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The third section (lV /8-11) seems to be a commentary on the
references to all three inscriptions at TII/22-24. By giving an account of
the invention of Tai writing, it explains how it was possible for these
inscriptions to come into being.
Epilogue II was added at an unknown dale, probably after Rama

Ga111hen's death. This time, it seems, both the scribe and the engraver
were new. The scribe wrote "' IIJ<H and "' llj1l·l instead of ~ IIJ!H and "' nh~,
fftH and ll!ln instead of Iff~ and 1an.
But he still wrote the vowels in the
same line with the consonants, whereas in the next oldest Sukhodayan
inscription we have (No. II, probably dating from about 1345) the vowels
i and i are superscript, u and u subscript.
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Translation

[I/ 1-3.] My father was named Sri Indradityat, my mother was
named Lady Soai1, my elder brother was named Pan Moafl2. There were
five of us 3 born from the same womb: three boys and two girls. My4
eldest brother died 5 when he was sti116 a child.

[I/3-10.] When I was nineteen years old, Lord Sam Jan, the ruler of
Moari Chot, came to attack? Moan Iak.s
1)

2)
3)

4)
5)

6)
7}
8}

~

~

~

~"

" <

~-

-

My father went to fight Lord
•

•

<11 U11ll mw, modern tlHllllll111VJV, Sn Indradltya.
For the spelhng, cf. Bradley,
JSS VI, p. 37 f.
u1u ~LlJ<H, modern tlllHJv~, 'guardian of the kingdom'.
~ is an obsolete pronoun of the first person plural, referring to the speaker and
others, but excluding those whom he is addressing. See Coedes, JSS XVIJ/3,
p, 113.
~LN5!l, says Bradley (JSS VI, p. 39), 'is the well-known sentimental first personal
pronoun of the romances.'
Literally 'died from me'.
VIVJmci (I/3), for L~VlJLL~, equivalent to J'm~, 'since', 'when'. Prajum I glosses
t
'
VIUlJU{)' as ~-UVI.
vi (I/4}, i.e. vie, 'lo hit', 'to strike'.
Moan (L~\H), originally 'a community', means either a town or else a province,
principality, realm or kingdom; when followed by a proper name, it can mean
either the town of that name or the larger territorial unit of which it is the
capital. In general we shall translate it according to the context, but sometimes
when it precedes a place-name we may omit it. Some1 imes however we shall
use the word 'Moat'!' untranslated, for example when it has two different meanings in the same sentence. At I/4 Moan Chot is the principality of Chat, whose
capital was at or near Me Sot, in the present province of Iak, near the SiamBurma border; while Mb'ari Tak is the old town of Tiik, now Piin Tak (unJmn),
on the right bank of the Ping some 25 km. upstream-from the present town of
Tak. Each Moai1 was ruled by a th The word th which we shall translate as
'prince' or 'ruler', is often followed directly by the word Moan, with or ~ithout
the addition of a toponym.
For example Lord Sam Jan is called t'iilLlJfl•nv~
(I/4}, 'ruler of Moair CheW, 'ruler of the principality of Chot'; Rama Ga!Jlhiln is
called LiuJil~~nY'IJ'lnJ (II/ 10), 'ruler of this kingdom of Su~hodai', or LhJMI'Ii'cf'lf'llJ.l1-lll!'I~1'1111'1J (III/11, lii/16), 'ruler of this kingdom of Sri Sajjannalai Sukhodai', or simply 1~1LJe• (I/ 19, I/3 5) : 'ruler of the kingdom', Ordinarily the ruler
of a principality seems to have had the title 'llll, 'lord', prefixed to his name,
though we have only one instance in this inscription: ~lll1'11l'lf\l (1/4}: 'Lord Sam
Jan', the ruler of ChOt. The word 'll u is sometimes used absolutely; for example
'llw~11'l~m~a.l!l't'111lm1 (IJI/7-8}: 'whate~er lord may rule this kingdom of Sukhodai';
• •
•
'I
"'
( "
.
and,
in reference
to Ram a Gamhe 1i, tth-l'll\J1uLlJil~m!1''lf'llll
ll)ll'<fh1n (IV I 1-2}, ' who ts
lord of the kingdom of Sri SajJanniilai Sukhodai'. Note that '1\ll, unlike 1ii1, is not
followed directly by the word Moai:t, but is separated from it by 1u, which in this
case means 'of'.
The usual pattern seems to have been 'Lord X (•b,u ••• •l, the
ruler of Y (t~lL~v~ •••••••. )'. At 1/34, 1i1 and ~u, coupled together, an: used
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Sam Jan on the left; Lord Sam Jan drove forward on the right. Lord
Sam Jan attacked in force9; my father's men I o fled in confusion 11 . I did
not flee. I mounted my elephant, opened [a way through] the soldiersl 2 ,
and pushed him ahead in front of my father. I fought an elephant duell 3
with Lord Sam Jan. I foughtl4 Lord Sam Jan's elephant, Mas Moai1 15
by name, and beat him. Lord Sam Jan fled. Then my father named
me BraQ. Rama GaiJ1hen1 6 because I fought Sam Jan's elephant.
[I/10-18.] In my father's lifetime I served my father and I served
my mother. When I caught any game or fish I brought them to my
father. When I picked any acid or sweet fruits that were delicious and
good to eat, I brought them to my father. When I went hunting elephants,
either by lasso or by [driving them into] a corral,t7 I brought them to my
father.

When I raided a town or village and captured elephantsl 8 ,

in an absolute sense: rilm '\n;L~l .._-;~:H~tu, 'make known to thi~--;uler and lord' (i.e.
Rama Ga~p.h~n). In most cases, perhaps all, a ~1u was also a tliH~tl<; but we have
+
•
+
no proof that am was always a ruler; at ll/1 0, for instance, m seems to mean
'princes', perhaps members of the royal family, whether or not they had apanages
to rule.
9) Ln~tlu, literally, 'very many.'
10) 1vhYfnHil1ff (I/ 6) is a conventional expression meaning commoners of a certain
category. hd means a commoner who owed a certain amount of service
(corvee) to his lord or his king, but who was not a slave; 1~1 means 'sky'; »u'',1.r
means 'bright face'. Probably Yf, is an abbreviation of 11i'11~1, the ruler. Cf. hdW1
.Um~lL~u, 'the inhabitants of the kingdom'. In this inscription 1nHhmiJ1<r seems
to mean commoners who owe service to the Crown only. Cf. below, note 32.
11) "'Hui)J~1V1<11U~IL~(w) (l/6-7), i.e. m1thmJ,vwwali'uui'u. The expression can be dissected as m:l, 'to flee'; Vl!J 'broken' (Pallegoixl; mu 'to disappear' (Khmer: bny,
'to disappear'}; uii'u, 'quickly' (cf. modern ~~ui'11, 'to run away fast').
12) llJnn!l ([/7); LUfl for Lun 'to open'; !1l'l 'soldiers', 'army'. Coedes reads Lunwll,
Nekabala, which he takes to be the name of the elephant (for Skt. Anekabala,
'much power'). But the reading Lun~L!l seems more satisfactory.
13) M'H (1/7-8), i.e. ~fl,j'N
14) .vl~; equivalent to 1u~~ 'to fight'.
15) 'The country's gold.'
16) ~u»v; modern fllLLJH, gal}lheil, 'bold'.
17) "'mwm<v~H (r/13-14); as Bradley explains, ~mi'< is to lay up the rawhide ropes
for lassoes; ,~~;N is the place where the elephant herd was assembled (JSS VI,
p. 45). Lassoing wild elephants requires much more dexterity and courage than
rounding them up in a corral.
18) Literally 'elephants and trunks', a conventional expression for elephants.
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young men or women of rankl9, silver or gold, I turned them over to my
father. When my father died, my elder brother was still alive, and I
served him steadfastly as I had served my father. When my elder brother
died, I got the whole kingdom for myself.
[I/18-35; II/1-8.]
Sukhodai is thriving.

In the time of Kingzo Rama Gar.nhet'l this land of
There is fish in the water and rice in the fields.

19) Conjectural translation. The word ~11 occurs three times in this inscription,
each time coupled with \JH: in the present passage (Ii15); at l/29, when a person
who has neither ,']n nor liH, and no wealth of any sort, seeks refuge with Rama
Ga!Jlhe!i; and at II/10, where ~1'l and Wl~ are included among the various
categories of persons at Sukhodaya who profess the Buddhist religion. The
Royal Institute's Dictionary (rmn\JfillJl1'!1Ut\1,;:;11mHnw Y1 fl. kaem) glosses t11 as
mH~!l~, 'population', or ~'llltl, 'man'; 'but in this inscription the word may have a
more specific meaning. Bradley translates it twice as 'slaves' (JSS VI, pp. 25,
26), and once as 'servants' (ibid.; 27). At JSS XII, p. 6, Coedes says that in
this inscription 'il1 seems to be the word for slaves; but later he must have
changed his mind, at least to some extent, for in Recueil (pp. 44, 45) he translates it as 'garcons' at 1/15, 'serviteurs' at 1/29, and 'hommes' at 11/10. The
question is w~rth pursuing further. As 1j1~ is coupled with llN, 'woman' or
'lady' in all three of these passages. we are entitled to take it as the masculine
counterpart of WH. At Ill lJH certainly means 'Lady', not merely 'woman', for
it is the title of Rama Gatpheil's own mother.
Guignard's Dictionnaire laotienfran~·ais (Hongkong, !912) glosses Nang as 'dame', 'demoiselle', and adds that
the word is a 'titre des femmes ou des filles nobles'. Esquirol and Williatte's
dictionary of Dioi, the language of the Tai peoples of Kwangsi and Kweichow
(l~ssai cle dictiomwire dioi-francais, Hongkong, 1908), glosses Na11g as 'demoiselle', calls the word an 'appellation donnee aux filtes des seigneurs' and refers
the reader to the word Kouaug for further information: Kouang, says the same
dictionary, is an 'appellation honorifique donnee aux fils des seigneurs, de 15
a 30 ans.' Because of these various equivalences, there seems a good chance
that 1'J11 and HH in our inscription mean the same thing as Kauang and Nang in
the Dioi language. On the other hand Professor Gedney, in his article A Comparati·ce Sketch of White, !3lacll and Red Tai (Social Science Review, Special Issue,
December 1964, p. 4 7) suggests that J11 and llH at I/29 mean 'king' and 'queen',
i.e. the petitioner 'has no king, has no queen (to depend on)'. His suggestion
is plausible enough for the passage he cites; but as it cannot be made to fit the
context of I/15 or II/1 0 we prefer an interpretation that would be reasonably
applicable to all three occurrences.
20) w;bu (1/18), i.e. Yifl'b,u, 'fatherlord', corresponds to Wl!)Jl ('King') at IV/12 and
in the later inscriptions. In the present inscription W,'llll does not occur absolutely, but is always followed by a proper name, e.g. ~~.~·mliJfiUIH (1/18 et passim,
~even times in all), 'King Rama Gai)J.heit'; ~.'llu\n"'um~~l!J OV/ll. 'King ~r'i
Indraditya'. Cf. Coedes, Les jJeuples de la Peninsule indochinoise, Paris, 1962, p.
13 7 : 'De me me qu'au sommet de !'edifice social des Mongols se trouve la
"famille d'or", dont le chef est le grand Khan, et dont les princes sont les fils
du grand Khan, de rneme Rama K'amhimg se donne dans son inscriptionle titre
de p'o llhun, "pere khun", tandis que les princes et hauts dignitaires sont les luk
khun, "fils khun" .'
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The lord of the realm does not levy toll21 on his subjects 22 for traveling
the roads; they23 lead24 their cattle to trade or ride their horses to sell;
whoever wants to trade in elephants, does so; whoever wants to trade in
horses, does so; whoever wants to trade in silver or gold, does so 25 .
When any commoner or man of rank2 6 dies27, his estate 28 - his29
1lOVIJ (I/19), 'taxes', from Old Khmer ckap, 'to bind'.
See Coedt:s, JSS XIV /2,
p. 36 n. 1, and JSS XIJ/3, p. 114.
22) ivd (f/19).
23) ''\vlvll (l/19-20), 'friends', here used as a pronoun of the third person plural. In
Tai Yuan, 1~Dll is still used as a pronoun of the first and third person.
24) .1lll~ (I/20), for~~. 'to lead'.
25) The meaning seems to be that there were no road-tolls, and that there were no
royal monopolies or taxes on trade in cattle, horses, elephants, silver or gold.
Contrast the accepted practice in medieval India, summarized from pertinent
passages in the Sukraniti: 'Without the permission of the king the following
things are not to be done by the subjects: gambling, drinking, hunting, use of
arms, sales and purchases of cows, elephants, horses, camels, buffaloes, men,
immovable property, silver, gold .... '; see D. Mackenzie Brown, The White
U111brella, Indian Political Thought from Manu to Gandhi, University of California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, J 964, p. 71 ). Cf. B. Walker, The llindu
tVorld, iln Encyclopedic Survey of Hinduism, London, 1968, s.v. Ta.mtion.
26) ;ilmi1 •.nn;1>ll {I/22). The expresion l),nt1i'11),fl'\!H probably means officials, who,
accordtng to the custom of the time, would usually be princes. It may be,
however, that there is a distinction between 'tlntli'1 and 'fl!l'llll· If so, 'tlfi'IIW would
be the rulers of cities or provinces and thei; relative;, ~hile ~n11i'1: o~curring
between 'lwHhtith1rr 'commoners', and ftt1'llll, would be a rank intermediate
between the two.
• '
2 7) ~mumurh1 (I/22); the whole expression means 'to die'. ~ is for ·ti'lJ, which now
usually means to fall down or to fall sick; but cf. 'li'Hii'lJ, 'the elep~hant is dead'.
As Coed~s observes (JSS XII, p. 4), ni1 is here equivalent to 1l'IV, a sense in
which it is now obsolete in Siamese, but still current in Dioi (ld kwa lew. 'l1e is
dead'). In Shan the meaning of n-i1 is 'to go'. Cf. modern !i'J.J111UI'IIU~1fl, 'to die'.
28) tiun ~llVwtr'\,r!lv ~Ltr!l!lllUJ111l {f/22-23) for 1tui'ul'utJWB1~m~·iJ~1JH.
Tn this context
~
'
11HJ1i1!lll seems to mean house and property, i.e. the decedent's whole estate. We
.
' !4 1\ ' • as a possesstve;
•
' ~,
ta k e t h e expresswn
vtvL'lfllL!1'0r11lJW
wtH'lf!l,
't h e f at h er of the

21)

.

family'; l~!ltll, 'the deceased' (t~!l, ·a deceased person', cf. ~1~11; ih, perhaps a
euphonic filler, or else for J1, 'support', 'mainstay'); Ju, 'himself', in appo~itio_n
to 'the deceased father of the family'. In English this whole expressiOn IS
redundant, since 'the deceased father of the family' is the same person ~ho has
just been mentioned, namely any commoner or man of rank who dies; so, mstead
of 'the estate of the deceased father of himself', we translate simply: 'his estate'.
On the other hand Coedes may be right in interpreting Lmf11i<Jllw!H:!l (I/22-23) as
'la maison de ses anc.&tres', and JmJ.JlrlJm'flrl!lL~lJJu (I/23-24) as 'les plantations
d'arec et de betel de ses ancetres' (Recueiz"des inscriptions du Siam, I, PP- 44, 45;
+
+
+
•
cf. discussion at JSS XII, pp. 5, 6). Instead of "" Lff!lvm
Coedes reads 1!1'B!lfll,
t.e.
1~<Jfll, which be translates as 'vetements' (explained at JSS XII, p. 5).
29) w"\,r!JlllJll\1 (l/24), literally '(of) the father himself'; we translate it as 'his' (cf.
above, note 28) and, as H seems t.o modify all the items on the list, we put tt
before the first one.
0

""
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elephants3o, wives, children, granaries 3I, rice, retainers3 2 and groves of
areca and betel- is left in its entirety 33 to his son. When commoners
or men of rank differ and disagree 34, [the King] examines tbe case to get
at the truth 3 5 and then settles 36 it justly for them37, He does not connive with thieves or favor concealers [of stolen goods]. When he sees
someone's rice he does not covet3 8 it, when he sees someone's wealth he
does not get angry. If anyone riding an elephant comes to see him to
put his own country under his protection3 9, he helps40 him, treats him
generously4I, and takes care of him42; if [someone comes to him] with
no elephants43, no horses, no young men or women of rank4 4, no silver or
3 0) ~wu (I/2 3), i.e . .;H~~. literally 'elephants and elephant-goads', appears to be a
ready-made expression signifying domesticated elephants.
31) ~VIJ (I/23), i.e. L~V, 'granary'; obsolete in Siamese, but still current in Tai Yuan.
32) 1vhrM1111; for hrlli1, see above, note 10. As Coedes says (JSS xrr, pp. 5, 6), if
we knew more about the social organization of the Tai of Sukhodaya, we should
doubtless be able to make a clear distinction between lvn\~1'Ul1VJ and hn'l~li1U11('(.
We may add that the present passage suggests that the condition of the 1wNf,,j,1l1
was inferior to that of the 1w~YfmJ'1lC'f, since the former seem to figure among
the dependents that the latter can bequeath to his son .
.. +
t ~
.
3 3) !1'1t (T/24), cf. VJ~'f'(IJ, 'all', 'entire', 'whole'. The statement seems to mean that
there is no inheritance tax, and perhaps also that the King will protect rightful
heirs from being dispossessed by more powerful neighbors.
34) ~HI'liLNf11Lll'lrlmnnt (I/25); Hill, 'to differ', 'to err'; llflfl, 'to differ', 'to be separated';
U'C{fl 'to part.'; iN 'wide', 'widely', or else equivalent to UN, 'to tear'; nil, 'from
each other'.
35) ll'11l,l'lU~ (1/25-26); ff'Jil, 'to examine';~' 'to look', 'to COOSider';
'truly'.
36) ucl~ (I/26), literally 'to split', 'to divide'.
37) 'Ill (I/26) is here used as a pronoun of the third person plural.
1
38) 1rll' vm (I/27); 1A1, 'to desire', 'to covet'; ~11, cf. the modern vulgarism ~m~v,
'to be very angry'.
39) w1"'w~~JJ\f/ (I/28); 1~1-lJl 'to bring'; 1i1ll~, '(his own) country'; ~ 'to stay with',
i.e. to become Rama Ga!lfhen's vassal.
40) ~!l!J regularly used in the Sukhodayan inscriptions for 'li'l!J, 'to help'.
41) \rnl!l!l ·\wt~!l (I/28-29) is an archaic or dialectical form of 1~m~t~ 'to support', 'to
be generous to', 'to be hospitable to', 'to be solicitous of' (see Coedes at JSS
XII, p. 7).
42)
(I/28), ~means 'to raise up', 'to restore' in modern Siamese; but in Dioi the
same word means 'to take care of' (Coedes, ibid.; Esquirol and Williatte, s.v.

Un,

,n

Kou).

43) In contrast to the wealthy ruler who came riding an elephant in order to become
the King's vassal, this petitioner is a dispossessed ruler who asks to take refuge
with him.
44) i.e. the dispossessed prince escaped without being able to bring any of his family
or followers
), see above,' note l9,
. . with him;' for the meaning" of ~'l) and tll~ (I/29
.

.
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gold, he gives him some, and helps him until4 5 be can establish a state
[of his own]46, When be captures enemy warriors47, he does not kill
them or beat them. He has hung a bell in the opening of the gate over
there48: if any commoner4 9 in the land has a grievances a which sickens
his belly and gripes his heart, and which he wants to make known to his
ruler and lord, it is easy 5t; he goes and strikes the bell which the King
has hung there; King Rama Gm;nheh, the ruler of the kingdom, hears
the call; he goes and questions the man, examines the case, and decides
it justly for him52, So the people of this Moan of Sukkhodai praise him.
They plant areca groves and betel groves all over this Moari; cocoanut
groves and jackfruit 5 3 groves are planted in abundance in this Moan,
mango groves and tamarind groves are planted in abundance in this
Moan. Anyone who plants them gets them for himself and keeps
thems4. Inside this city there is a marvelous 55 pond 56 of water which
4 5) m ~. an obsolete word meaning 'until'. cr. JSS LVII/1, p. 12 3 (II/ 4) and p. 139.
46) Conjectural translation, based on the assumption that the normal way for the
King to help a refugee ruler would be to give him an apanage. Coedes
translates this passage differently. At JSS XII, p. 8: 'ill'aide et Je considere
comme du pays'. At Recueil, I, p. 45 : 'l'aide a se considerer comme dans son
P,f~pre ~ar·.
,
•~
• ~
47) •11 L!Hlfl'Ul ll'l'tJel111,1~<1111lU (l/31). 'lllflfl, 'enemy'; 'lllL!YV, as Bradley says (JSS
VI/ I, p. 50), is only an alliterative pendant; 1111vi~wmu, 'fighters'. The whole
expression probably means no more than 'enemy" warriors', though those desig.
nated as i1 are of higher rank than those designated as .U1.
48) ~hm (1/32). Jw is still used in Tai Yuan to mean 'over there'. As the inscription was set up in the palace grounds, 'the gate over there' is the palace gate.
49) hh~lfl\JH.In (1/32-33), 'a commoner with face covered'. It is uncertain whether
the expression refers to a different category of persons from the 'commoners
with bright faces', or whether this particular person, whose face would norma!Iy
be 'bright', now has his face 'covered' (overcast?) because of his distress.
50) "lJntJ~ 'lJI'llllJ; cf. modern Siamese o!J~mllJ, 'lawsuit'.
50 uH (1/34), equivalent to ,ll~111'll, 'it is not difficult'.
52) Note the parallel with the passage at J/25 f.: l'I'11HI (I/25), mlJ!Y11l (IT/1); url;
f111lJL!fl'II1~1V "\Ji (1/26); (Ltrl;) 1111lJUfllJ\ll-l~1~ ~.J (ll/1). •
53) Form;, 'jackfruit' or 'breadfruit'; see Coedes at JSS XVII, p. 115.
54) 'hiHtLnmnJ (II/5). The King was presumably the owner of all the land in the
kingdom, but he might grant unused land to persons who wished to grow fruit,
with the understanding that it would not be taken away from them as long as
they cultivated it properly.
55) lwu (II/6), 'marvelous' (glossed as Dff~nt, etc., at thnJm;«mm, Vol. X, p. 205).
See Coedes, JSS XVII, p, 115.
'
56) Or perhaps the plural is intended. Inside the walled city of Sukhodaya there
are the remains of at least four large ponds (now known as L'll~,..;,l1!H, ?Jn,..;;L~l-1,
91n,..;;11amu, and mtWHHl respectively).
Of course we do not know w]lich of
th~m were jn existen<;e in Rama Ga~hcr:i's time,
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is as clear and as good to drink as the water of the KhoiJ.s7 in the dry
season. The triple rampartss surrounding this city of Sukhodai measures three thousand four hundred fathoms.s9

[II/8-23.] The people of this city of Sukhodai like to observe the
precepts and bestow alms6°. King Rama Gal)lhen, the ruler of this city
of Sukhodai, as well as the princes and princesses, the young men and
women of rank6I, and all the noblefolk 6 2 without exception, both male
and female, all have faith in the religion of the Buddha, and all observe
the precepts during the rainy season.63 At the close of the rainy season
they celebrate the Ka!hina ceremonies64, which last a month, with heaps
of cowries, with heaps of areca nuts, with heaps of flowers, with cushions
and pillows: the gifts they present [to the monks] as accessories to the
Ka~hina [amount to] two million6s each year. Everyone goes to the
57) The Me Khan (!VIe Kung).
58) ~m.m (II/7-8), 'triple rampart'; see Coedes, JSS XVII, p. 115.
59) The three earthen ramparts can still be seen. At the north and south the innermost of the three (the principal rampart) measures 1800 m., at the east and
west, 1360 m., making the length of its perimeter 6320 m.; so the value of the
fathom (wa) must have been about 1.86 m. at the time. See Griswold, Towm·ds
a H!st07)1 of Sukhoda:::;a A1·t, p, 8.
~
~+
~
60) As 1t stands, the sentence at II/8-9 reads flu1u LlJ!H,I'I'fl1'1l1t1 UlJflfl'll1\JlJnflm~ ~!\IJ!lt1
1llwrml 'The people of this city of Sukhodai like almsgiving, they like to observe
the precepts, they like to bestow alms.'
As there seems to be no good reason
for the double reference to alms (mu-Pali dana), we assume that the sentence
was intended to read fiU1u ~LlJ!H ffnhh ~!!lJnmn~ "il'mmfl1nvmu, but the engraver
first inadvertently wrote mu i~stead of 1'JH, and then, having discovered his
mistake,
wrote the passage correctly.
t
,,
1
61) muu<<mvuH (11/10-11); cf. above, notes 19 and 44.
62) ,nmiJ_M,'llll (Il/11); cf. above, note 26.
63) muH1 ([J/16-17), modern vnan (Skt. var~ii, Pali vassa). The monks go into
retreat during the rainy season.
64) The annual presentation of robes to the monks in October or November. For
descriptions of the ceremony, see Kenneth Wells, Thai Buddhism, its Rites and
Actiz1ities, Bangkok, 1939, pp. 99-104; Quaritch Wales, Siamese State Ceremonies,
London, 193l,pp. 200-210.
65) For "1Jiun1u (II/16), 'two million', see Coedes at JSS XII, p. 9 f. Probably two
million cowries, representing the total value of the accessory gifts. The sum is
small in comparison to the distribution made by Rama Gatphert's grandson in a
single great ceremony in 1361, which included large quantities of gold and
silver, ten million cowries, ten million areca nuts, four hundred sets of robes,
four hundred almsbowls, four hundred cushions and four hundred pillows (see
Inscription V, Ill/14 ff.); but the Ka!hina was performed every year. Besides
the value of the cowrie may. have been greater in Rama Garphen's time,
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Arannika 6 6 over there for the recitation of the Kathina67,
When they
are ready to return to the city they walk together, forming a line all the
way from the Arannika to the parade-ground.68 They repeatedly do
homage together69, accompanied by the music of instruments 70 and
singing 71 • Whoever wants to make merry, does so; whoever wants to
66) i.e. the place now called 1~1'lff~vnll111l, 'Monastery of the Stone Causeway', about
two kilometers west of the walled city; see Griswold, Towards a l-Jistory of
Suldzodaya Art, p. 9.

In Rtima Ga1pheri's time it was the monastery of the

Arafinikas or Forest-Dwelling Monks.

In our translation we have regularized

the spelling of the name, which is written araii'iika (eh "\yn) at TI/16-17 and
again at II/ 17-18 (though it is correctly written, v1 \ullin aranfi'ika, at II/31 and
III/21). For the irregular spelling, see Bradley, JSS VI, pp. 52-53.
67) .ff~'~!JJ~I'ln "'nu (II/16).

~l'l is for !1'11'!, 'to recite', 'to chant'; !lJI'!ill, Pali ffatti, 'an-

nouncement', 'declaration'; nihJ, 'kathina'. (For natti, see Bradley at JSS VI, P·
52, and Coedes at JSS Xlll/3, p. 22.) The expression of course refers to the
whole ceremony, though the 'declaration' was only part of it (cf . Wells, Thai
Huddhism, p . I 02).
68) 1111!1111 {!l/18), for 1hcm1, modern l1'\JHJ1Hm, the chief parade-ground or esplanade
of a city; cf. muwamJJ~unHlf,, 'royal plaza', 'esplanade for royalty to ride
horses'. Probably, like the ff\JllJI1!11~ in Bangkok, it was also used for various
public purposes.
We take it to be equivalent to the 'Maidiin' of Indian towns
(the word 'maidan' is Indo-Persian; see Yule and Burnell, I-Jobson-.Jobson, being a
Glossary of Anglo-Indian Colloquial W01·ds and Phrases, London, 1888, p . 464,
s. v. Mydan, Meidaun). Pernaps the li'nnu a II/ 18 should be identified with' the
old esplanade' (flll\JHJlm = a"\JllJlnl), west of Vat Sarasakti, mentioned in Inscrip·

tion XLIX (l/19-20) in 1417; see Griswold and Prasert ga Nagara, JSS LVI/2,
p. 238.
69) ~u~~nneu (II/ 18); ~ is equivalent to 1tl'llJ, 'repeatedly'; u~fl is probably for U~l'llJ,
'to do homage'; flli!HI, 'together'. Instead of nmw, Mr. Prasara Puiipraiin reads
nne~; and takes u~fl to be equivalent to ul~1fllJ, If that is right, we should
translate : 'repeatedly beat drums in unison.' Note that the word nmw is
inserted below the line.
70) ffU~Wll'lffU~ \'lu {!I/18-19), 'the sounds of vadya [xylophone] and viga [Indian
1ute ]', a conventional expression for musical instruments of various sorts, perhaps more particularly percussion instruments and plucked string instruments.
Cf . Dhanit Yupho, Thai Musical Instruments, Bangkok, 1960, Chapters I, III.
~ +

~

71) a'u~ l!HJU!l'U~'\Iuu (II/ 19). As Bradley observes (JSS VI, p. 53 f.), the word llltlll
is unknown in any sense that could be applicable here; but as 'liu means 'to sing',
or perhaps to sing some particular kind of song, the parallel with the preceding
phrase, with its two sorts of musical instruments, shows that l~ti\J (which reappears twice at I/20) 1 is also some sort of singin~.
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laugh, does so; whoever wants to sing, does so. As this city of Sukkbodai has four very big gates, and as the people alwaysn crowd together7J
to come in and watch the King lighting candles and setting off fireworks,
the city is filled to tbe bursting point.74
[II/23-27] Inside this city of Sukhodai, there are viharas, there are
golden statues of the Buddha, there are statues eighteen cubits in beight 75 ;
there are big statues of the Buddha7 6 and medium-sized ones, there are
big viharas and medium-sized ones; there are monks, Nissayamuttas,
Theras and Mahatheras. 77
72) ~VULJJVJJ (!I/21); probably L~!l1 in the sense of 'just like', 'according to', and VllJJ
'normally', 'usually'. Hence the meaning should be 'according to custom', 'as
a rule', 'often', 'always', 'constantly', 'naturally', etc. In the Sukhodayan
inscriptions ~!llJ alone seems to be used with the same sense. (In translating, it
often seems best to omit it.) According to Coedes (JSS XVII/1, p. 117), ~VUt)JlllJ
is an expression indicating a superlative, and is always placed before the expression to which it applies.
73) <W~nww (II/21); Lff!l~n·u or Lilv~fiu means tightly packed or squeezed together.
74) ""lJQH~nnu~n (II/23), 'has [so many people in it] that it is about to burst'. Cf.
Bradley, JSS VI, p. 54.
7 5) Perhaps the singular is intended: 'there is a big vihiira, there is a golden statue
of the Buddha, there is a statue eighteen cubits in height'. 'Golden' need not
be taken literally; the statues were more likely made of gilded bronze. Statues
eighteen cubits in height (a little less than 9 m .) were esteemed because that is
supposed to have been the Buddha Gotama's actual height.
While it is of
course possible that the passage at II/23- 37 is supposed to be a description of
the city in general, Coedes gives good reasons to believe it is more particularly a description of Vat Mahadhatu, which stands near the geographical center
of the city (Coedes, Les premieres capitales du Siam aux Xllle-X!Ve si'ec/es, Arts
asiatiques, III/ 4, p. 247 f.; discussion in Griswold, Towards a History of Sukhodaya Art, p. 8 f.). The precinct contains the ruins of a huge vihiira (over 50 m.
in length) and several smaller ones, as well as two eighteen-cubit statues made
of stucco. At one time it must have contained a large quantity of Buddha
images of various sizes and materials.
76) At the end of 11/24, the scribe first wrote ~JJVI1t,nn.nJ and then, discovering his
error, repeated ~1Jwn,rmn.1u correctly at the beginning of the next line.
'
"' un'I · ... 1'1 "' JJLm "' JJJJmLm (11/26-27).
77) ~ lJ.u.m
The term fu- Garu- ( •iJ t1~ ) ' l'ltera11 y
'senior teacher', is apparently an honorific which was applied to all monks. It
reappears at II/30, II/33, III/4, and III/14). For the restoration of "~u!l'1. · • · ~
(I/27) as "~wrr'll'l'u_IJI'I (Pali: nissayamutta), see Maha Chiirp. at Prajnm I, 1957, p.
1
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[11/27-33.] West of this city of Sukhodai is the Arafifiika, built by
King Rama Ga11;1hert as a gift to the Mahathera Sai1gharaja?s, the sage
who has studied the scriptures 79 from beginning to end, who is wiserso
than any other monk 8 ' in the kingdom, and who has come 82 here from
Moan Sri Dharmmaraja83 • Inside the Arafifiika there is a large rectangulars4 vihara, tall and exceedingly beautiful, and an eighteen-cubit
statue of the Buddha standing up.s'
4 n. 1. According to Maha ChaD:J. (ibid.), a Nissayamutta ('one who is set free
from reliance on supports') is a monk who has been ordained for at least five
years. In the Sukhodayan Sangha, as we gather from Miilasiisanii, a monk had
to have been ordained for ten years to receive the rank of Thera, and to attain a
certain level of learning to receive the title of Maha. In the present passage the
four grades are given in the order of increasing seniority, beginning with ordinary
monks. (The J.lm~mlJ~mm~nn1nmJfl11, Bangkok, 192 7, is certainly wrong in
glossing the term Yfl~ as a rank in the Sukhodayan monkhood lower than
saiighariija but higher than thera and mahathera, a gloss which appears to be
based on a false reading of the very passage we have beendiscussing, restored
'iJ fltlJ'«~~ml'l!lJ10llJlJ11Htll.
'
' '
. d,
by early editors as lJ,
No matter how~'I fl~ is to be defme
this reading would put the other three terms in an incoherent order of seniority
(sat'J.gharaja-thera -mahiithera), which is quite out of key with Rama Gat!lben's
orderly method of expressing himself.

7 8)
79)
80)

81)

If J2ii garU meant a monk who was senior

to mahathera but junior to sangharaja, the proposed order 'Ei:i garii-sanghariijathera-mahlithera' would be even more incoherent.)
It is not clear whether this Saiigharaja was the head of the whole Sukhodayan
monkhood or only of the sect of Forest-Dwellers.
'uM1m, p'itaka!rai (II/29), i.e. Traipi~aka (Pali: Tipitaka).
For mmn (II/30), 'wise', 'learned', see Coedes at JSS XII, pp. 10-11; cf. Tai
Yuan mrrn, 'clever', 'brilliant', also Siamese mi'nn11'<1lJ, 'skilful', 'intelligent',
'export', 'wise'.
fu Garii (see note 77).

82) For ,nn • · · ... · · · lJl (II/30-31), 'to come from' (still current in Ta.i Yuan),
see Bradley, JSS VI, p. 55.
83) Nagara Sri Dharmarlija.
84) Conjectural translation of lJll (II/31). At present lJu means 'round', which is of
course impossible in this context. Pallegoix, however, glosses lJU as 'angulatus,
non rotundus'. 'Rectangular' is an accurate description of the vihiira, the ruins
of which are still visible, but since all viharas in Siam are rectangular we may
well ask the reason for the redundancy. Bradley takes lJU to be a mistake for
IJUU, 'it' (the engraver, he says, 'had not room for the second u at the end of the
line, and forgot to put it in when he began the next one'; JSS VI/I, p. 55).
Alternatively we might perhaps guess that lJU means 'big'.
85) tHl ,.vvu (II/32-33), i.e. ntle~u (modern: ~u).

'

,
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[U/33~35.]
East of this city of Sukhodai there are viharas and
monkss6, there is the large lake, there are groves of areca and betel,
upland and lowland farms, homesteads, large and small villages, groves
of mango and tamarind. [They] are as beautiful to look at as if they
were made for that purpose. 8 7

[III/1-3.] Northss of this city of Sukhodai there is the bazaar 89,
there is the Acan statue9o, there are the prasadas9t, there are groves of
cocoanut and jackfruit, upland and lowland farms, homesteads, large and
small villages.92
[lll/3-10.] South93 of this city of Sukhodai there are ku~is with
viharas and resident monks, there is the dam94, there are groves of
tl

86) ,u,m (IT/ 33); see note 77.
87) un<H (II/3 5-III/ I); unn\ 'deliberately', 'on purpose' (Pallegoix): cf. Bradley,
JSS VI, p. 56.
88) '\u!l~ ""9\lllHJll, 'in the direction of a man's feet when he is sleeping'. According
to tradition a man should sleep on his right side, facing the east. Cf. Bradley
JSS VI, p. 56.
89) ~m~tl!1111 (II/ 1-2). mn~ means a market; tl11111 is a phonetic spelling of the
Siamese pronunciation of the Persian word biizar, a covered market. This word
was widely used at an early date in the Far East to designate a permanent market
with shops, in contrast to temporary open-air markets (see Coedes, Arts asiatiques, III/4, p. 252). A lot of roof-tiles, which may have belonged to this bazaar,
have been discovered near the Pra Ruang Highway a little north of the north
gate of the city; see Griswold, Towards a History of Suldzodaya Art, p. 9.
90) Generally identified with the colossal statue of the Buddha in the ma~9apa of
Vat Sri Jum. See Coedes, ibid., 252-3; Griswold, Towards a History of Sukhodaya An, p. 9. The name acan ( fllH) probably represents the Sukhodayan
pronunciation of Pali acala, 'steadfast', 'immovable' (Pall Text Society Diet., p.
94; see Coedes, loc. cit., p. 25 2), which seems a very appropriate name for this
enormous statue. MahiiCha\UDongiiJ;llvartla proposes an alternative explanation,
that it represents Pali acan a, 'honor', 'veneration' (Prajum Silacir'ik,) I, BE
2500, p. 4 note 3).
91) The triad of towers at the temple of Bra~ Bay Hlvan (wltWl!Jl·!lll~, Pra Piii Luang).
See Coedes, op. cit, 254 f.; Griswold, op. cit. pp. 2 and 9.
92) Near the end of the 13th century a group of potters were settled in this area;
see Griswold, op. cit., p. 13.
93) \ufJH111116~1 (IH/3-4), 'in the direction of a man's head when he is sleeping';
cf. above, note 88).
94) See Griswold, op, cit., p. 9 and note 28.
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pavilions, one named $ala Bratt Masa, one named Buddha~ala.lli This
slab of stone is named MananiJsiEipatra. 112 It is installed here for
everyone to see.
[lV/1-4.)1 13

All the Ma, the Kav, the Lav, the Dai of the lands

under the vault of heaven and the Dai who live along the U and the Khot't
come 114 to do obeisance to King ~ri indradi!ya's son King Rama Ga111heh,
who is lord of the kingdom of ~ri Sajjanalai and Sukhodai.IIS
111) If each of these buildings was named for the principal statue it contained,
which seems likely, the names should be translated as 'Pavilion of the Golden
Image' and 'Pavilion of the Buddha Image'. It is not clear why they should
be mentioned at this juncture. Perhaps the stone throne was located between
them; or perhaps, though the text does not say so, they contained inscriptions.
112) For two alternative explanations of the name of the stone throne, see Coedes,
JSS XII, pp. 17-18 and JSS XVII, p, 1!8.
113) The opening words of IV 1 I seem to have been preceded by a punctuation
mark, now largely obliterated, which indicated the beginning of a new sen·
tence. See above, p. 15.
114) We use the present tense on the assumption that Epilogue I was added during
Rama Ga1phen's lifetime.
115) Coedes takes this passage to be part of the preceding sentence (see JSS XVII,
p. 119 f.).
In his view the skeleton of the sentence should be understood as
follows: 'This slab of stone (etc.) has been placed here so that everyone may
see King Rama Galllheti. (etc.) together with the Mii, the Kiiv, the Liiv, the Dai
(etc.) coming to do obeisance', i.e. it has been placed here so that everyone
may see the King sitting upon it to receive his vassals when they come to do
obeisance. Coedes adds : 'Le tr6ne de pierre 6tait bien fait pour que les gens
vissent le roi, mais au lieu d'une sortie ou d'une audience banale, il s'agissait
d'une audience solennelle donnee aux peuplades tributaires. On comprend
mieux ainsi pourquoi Ia construction de ce trone eut les honneurs d'une
inscription commemorative.'
Cf. above, note 113; the punctuation mark
seems to make Coedes's interpretation impossible. The vassal peoples listed,
here, unlike the vassal cities listed in the second epilogue, all seem to be of
Tai race. The Mii have not been identified, but it may be guessed they were
located somewhere between Sukhodaya and Nan, perhaps around Pril; the Kav
(Gila) were the people of the Upper Nan Valley; the Liiv were the Lao of Luang
PraBang and elsewhere in Laos; the 'Dai of the lands under the vault of heaven'
would be the non-Lilo Tai of Laos; the 'Dai who live along the 0• were the
Tai of the 0 Valley north of Luang PraBang; and the 'Dai who live along the
J~hqn' were th(( Tai who {ive<;l alon~ the Mil Kong,
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[IV/4-8.] In 1207 saka, a year of the boar116, he caused the holy
relics 111 to be dug up so that everyone could see them. They were
worshiped for a month and six days11B, then they were buried in the
middle of ~ri Sajjunalai, and a cetiya was built on top of them which was
finished in six years 119, A wall of rock enclosing the Bra~ Dhatu 120 was
built which was finished in three years 121.
(IV /8-11.] Formerly these Dai [Tai] letters did not exist. In 1205
saka, a year of the goattzz, King Rama Ga1~hen set his mind and his
heartl2 3 on devising 124 these Dai letters. So these Dai letters exist because
that lord devised themi25,
116) Mahasakariija 1207 was a year of the cock, not a year of the boar. The discrepancy was almost certainly caused by the engraver misreading the text he
had been given. Usually such a mistake is more likely to occur in the numeral
than in the name of the animal; but in Rama Gatpben's script the numbers 7
and 9 are very different, while lfH (cock) could easily be mistaken for ,m
(boar). See Coedt:s in JSS XII, p. 19 f.
We follow Coedt:s in assuming that
M.S. 1207 (=1285 A.D.) is intended.
117) Bra~ dhatu (IV /2); probably from the foundation deposit of the principal
Khmer temple at Jalyan (Chalieng).
See Griswold, Towc!1'ds a History of Sukhod<Zya Art, p. 10.
118) Perhaps the interval of time elapsing between the auspicious day calculated by
the astrologers for digging up tlle relics and that for enshrining them.
119) Almost certainly the stupa now called Jiiti Lom (Ch&ng Lom, ;H;nJJ), which is
in the geographical center of tlle city of Sajjauiilaya. See Griswold, ibid.
120) The 'wall of rock' ( 1u~~,, IV /7) is probably the laterite wall surrounding the
Bral;l Pra!lg Jaliari. For further details about these works, and their importance, see Griswold, op. cit, pp. 10, 11, 6 5, 66.
121) In the traditional arithmetic part of a year counts as a whole one, so 1207 saka
plus 'six' years would be 121 2 saka, and 1212 plus 'three' years would be 1214
saka. The cetiya must have been completed in 1212 saka (1290 A.D.), and
the 'wall of rock' in 1214 saka (1292 A.D.), the same year the throne was
installed and the present inscription engraved.
122) 1283 A.D.

See Coedes, JSS XII, P· 20 f.

123) 11l'ihiuh (IV /9-t 0); iA,'h, 'to have one's heart set on something'; iwh, 'in one's
mind'.
124) ifi (IV I 10), modern 1~. We ass~Jme from the context that the word here means
'to devise', though we can cite no authority for its use in that sense.
125) For Rama Ga!Jlheii's invention of the Siamese alphabet, see Bradley, JSS VI,
p. 9 ff.
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[IV/11-27.] King Rama Ga111hen wasl26 sovereignl27 over all the
Dai. He was the teacher who taught all the Dai Lo understand merit and
the Dharma rightly. Among men who live in the lands of the Dai, there
is no one to equal him in knowledge and wisdom, in bravery and courage,
in strength and energy. He was able to subdue a throng of enemies who
possessed broad kingdoms and many elephants. The places whose
submission he received on the east includet2 8 Sralvati, Soit Qve, Lull) Ea
Cay, Saga, the banks of the Khoti, and Vyari Cann Vyai1 Ga~ which is
the farthest placet29; on the south [they include] Gand!, Brap Pati, Brek,
1 ?.6) We use the past tense on the assumption that the second Epilogue was added
after his death; it is possible, however, that it was added near the end of his
reign, and if so, the present tense should be substituted. The word 111 at IV Ill,
and again at IV /12, IV /16 and IV /2 3, does not mean 'to seek'; it is merely an
affirmative particle, which can best be omitted in translation.
127) nhn1mthJVlli)Jl (IV/12). This expression, which reappears frequently in later
Sukhodayan inscriptions, does not occur in the main text of this one, but only
in the second Epilogue.
128) tJnu~tu~~VI1tnJe~fllil~ (IV/17-18): literally 'He subdued, on the cast, as far as'.
Of course the word tJmJ at IV /17 means 'subdued', just as it does at IV /16
where we translated it literally. Here we have preferred a paraphrase, for we
need not conclude that all the places on the list that follows were subjugated
by force of arms. Though we have no details, it seems likely that, while many
of them were forced to submit as a result of defeat in battle, the rulers of
others, aware of Rama Ga(llhen's military prowess and the good treatment
he provided his vassals, sought his protection and submitted voluntarily. The
word lfll'l at IV I 18, 20, 22 and 24, 'up to', 'as far as', has an inclusive sense:
'up to and including'; so have 111! at IV/18 and \tHat IV/19. While the
geographical order in which the places are given is based on the location of
the capitals, we should not forget that in each case the whole principality is
included.
l 29) Soh Qv'e, which means a confluence of two rivers, is the old name of Bis!mloka.
Sralvaf1 (lll!\11), according to the general opinion, stands for Sra\1 Hlvail
(l'flt11lm), 'Great Lake'; but it is hard to sec bow that can be right because the
word hlvati (n;n,) is never spelt without the initial 11 in the inscriptions of
Sukhodaya. The real meaning of the name Sralvati is obscure, but it looks
like an expanded form of srvali (lfn<), 'heaven', 'high', or 'to sacrifice to the
spirits', perhaps srarvali (lfltl1<), which bas the same meanings (the Sukhodaya
inscriptions provide several examples of Ia replacing ra).
Alternatively the
name might stand for Srah Luri ( l'l'ltll<), 'artificial lake' (cf. Khmer luil, 'to
dig', 'to excavate'), There. is no justification for the generally accepted view
which locates Sralvari near Bicitra (~~I'll), which is well to the south of
Bis.lfuloka. As Sralvali is listed just before Soil Qve, it must have been somewhere between Sukbodaya and Bi~Quloka.
Lm;n·Pa Cay, or Latp. Pa Ciiy, must have been at or near Hlam Kau
(1111wrh), on the fa Sak River portb of H)arn Sak: (HrilJin) in Bejrapiir~a
Provine~;:.
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Subarq.t}abhi'im, Rajapuri, Bejapuri, Sri Dharmaraja, and the seacoast,
which is the farthest place13o; on the west, [they include] Moai1 Chat,
Moai1 .. n, and Hansabati, the seas being their limit; 131 on the north, they
include Moan Ble, Miimi. Man, Moan N .. Moa1'1 Blvva and, beyond the
Sagii (<Hn), mentioned between Lurp. Pii Ciiy and the banks of the Me
Khon, also appears in a list in Inscription VIII (IV I 12-13). where it is mentioneel between Moan Rat (near Uttaratittha?) and Lam Pa Cay : the combination
suggests that it was in the pii Sak Valley north ~f Lu\n Pa Cay. ni1 w~1'11!l4
OV/18-19) means 'up to and including the bank of the KhOn' (modern M<e
Khoti, u~!'ll4, Me Kung).
-1

tnnv1~llll1~"'}, (IV /19) means 'up to and including Vyan Cann Vyan
Gat"\}' (the old name of ViengJan or Vientiane); in other words the principality
of Vieng Jan was the most distant of Riima Gatph'eti's tributaries to the east.

130) Gandi was on the river Ping about 25 km. southeast of the present town of
Gamp'i:ng Pet (IGitp.bbt't Bejra).
Bra\1

Pan

(PraBang) is the old name of Nagara Svarga.

Brek is Old Jayanada, at ~ak Glvt'! Brck Sriraja ( thmr<1!l~urmlftimn) in
the Sargapuri District (e. <flll'l~i) of the province of Jayanada (Chalnat); see
· Poriivavatthusthana, p. 25.
SiibarJ![JabbTim is SubarQapuri (Suf>;!n1mr1), whose exact location in the
late 13th century is not known, though it was probably not very far away from
the present city of SubargapurT, founded in the 15th. The place now called
DTung had been abandoned in the 11th.
Rajapuri, Bejapuri and Nagara Sri Dharmaraja were at or near the
present towns of the same name (mnJ~, LYl'lfl1li, 1111H!~IIlHJl1'lf), The passage
implies that the whole Malay Peninsul~ was subject to Riima Ga~heri, including the principalities mentioned and several smaller ones.
131) Moan ChUt is
border.

Me

Sot, in '[ak Province in the mountains along the Burma

'Moan .. n' is surely Bann (P!in), i.e. Martaban, the capital of the kingdom of Ramaffnadesa in Lower Burma. Rama'iinadesa was ruled from 128 7 to
1306 by Cau Fii.-Rua (\Vareru), a son-in-law and vassal of Rama Gat]lheli; see
Griswold, Towards a I-liitm·y of Suldwdaya Art, pp. 6, 15 f., 3 5, 3 6.
Hansabati is Pegu, N.-N.E. of Rangoon; part of the kingdom of
Ramailnadesa, and later its capital.
The seas referred to would be the Andaman Sea op. the south and the Bay
of Bengal on the west.
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banks of the Khon, Moa£1 Java, which is the farthest placc.m All the
people who live in these lands have been reared by him in accordance
with the Dharma, every one of them.

132) Moan Ble is Bre (Pre, um').
'Moan N .. Muari Blvva' should almost certainly be restored as 'Moan
Nan Mi:iati Blvva', 'the kingdom of Nun and Blua'; Blua (modern (~1), at the
upper reaches of the Nan River, near the watershed which separates it from
the Mil Khori, was the first capital of the kings of Nan.
Bradley (JSS VI, p. 60) says he was assured that Miin (~nJ) is found in
old writings forum (Nan); but if we are right in restoring the next place-name
as Nan, Man must be something else. Should it be coupled with Moari Ble,
in the same way as Moan Nan is coupled with Muai.t Bl vva? And has the name
Man anything to do with the Ma whom we have discussed in note 115 ?
Moari Java is the old name of Luang Pra Btwg; cf. above, note 115.
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APPENDIX
Samples of Four Translations Compared
Here are a few passages from the inscription, chosen more or less
at random, as translated by Bastian, Schmitt, Bradley and Coedes. It will
be observed that our own translation generally follows that of Coedes,
though in a few places we have ventured to depart from it.

I/ 10 ff.
Bastian: I set out against the savages, the tribes provided with
elephants, to obtain slaves for my father. I fall on their villages, on their
towns. I get elephants, get tusks; I get males and females; I get silver; I
get gold; I bring it all up with me and deliver it over to my father. Then
my father dies. There is still an elder brother. I give support to my
elder brother, in the way, as I had supported my father. My elder brother
dies. Now the towns come to me, all the four towns.
Schmitt : Quand, battant les marais, je rapportais des trompes
d'elephants, je les presentais a mon pere. Faisant laguerre aux villes
et aux villages, quand j'enlevais des elephants, des trompes d'elepbants,
des garc;ons, des filles, de l'or, j•en faisais une part pour mon pere. Mon
pere mort, il me resta mon frere plus age. Pleurant mon pere, je continuai
a 111011 frere la sollicitude que j'avais temoignee a mon pere.
Bradley: If I went to hunt elephants and got them, I brought them
to my father. If I went to hamlets or towns, and got elephants, got
elephants' trunks, got slaves, got damsels, got silver, got gold, I brought
and left them with my father. My father died. I continued to be support
and stay unto my brother just as I had been unto my father. My brother
died. So I got the realm entire to myself.
Coedes: Si j'allais a la chasse aux elephants et que j'en prisse, je
les apportais a mon pere. Si j'allais attaquer un village ou une ville et
que j'en ramenasse des elephants, des garc;ons, des filles, de l'argent, de
l'or, je les confiais a mon pere. Mon pere mort, ilme resta mon frere
aine. Je continuai a servir mon frere, comme j'avais servi mon pere.
Mon frere aine mort, le royaume m'echut tout entier.
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1/28 tf.
Bastian: Whenever traders to buy or sell come in companies to
visit the town, let them come. Such as wait for me at the northern
frontier, requiring my assistance, shall have it. If they are in want of
horses, or of elephants, or of slaves, or of money, it will be given to them.
After the goods have been stapled up in the town and stored, there will
be made an election of slaves and a rejection of slaves. Such as are
clever in spearing, clever in fighting, shall not be killed, neither shall they
be beaten.
Schmitt [in Le Siam ancien]: Si, sous pretexte de faire le commerce,
quelque etranger arrive dans mon royaume, et que, contre mon gre, i1
devienne mon gendre; s'il n'a ni elephants, ni chevaux, ni esclaves hommes
OLL femmes, ni argent ni or a donner, qu'il S'etablisse a part et independant.
Dans les condamnations a mort, qu'on fasse choix des chefs de bande,
qui sont de vrais tigres; ne pas les tuer serait un mal.
Schmitt [in Mission Pavie]: Dans le cas ou des marchands etrangers,
passant la frontiere, opprimeraient mes sujets a mon insu et qu'ils
n'auraient ni elephants ni chevaux, ni esclaves hommes ou femmes, ni or
ni argent, on les declarera, eux et leurs marchandises, bien du royaume.
Dans les condamnations a mort, qu'on fasse choix des chefs de bande, qui
sont de vrais tigres; ne pas les tuer serait un mal.
Bra<lley: Whoever comes riding his elephant to visit the city, comes
to the moat and waits beside it for me. Has he no elephants, no horses,
no slaves, no damsels, no silver, no gold, I give it to him.
Has he
wealth to found towns and cities to be foes and enemies, to be strongholds
for war and fighting, I smite not nor kill him.
Coedes: A quiconque vient a elephant pour le trouver et mettre
son propre pays sous sa protection, i1 accorde aide et assistance; si (le
visiteur) n' a ni elephants, ni chevaux, ni serviteurs, ni femmes, ni argent,
ni or, illui en donne et 1' aide a se considerer comme dans son propre
pays. S' il capture des guerriers ou des combattants ennemis, il ne les
tue ni ne les frappe.
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II/20 ff.
Bastian: In this town of Sukhotay there are excellent singers with
melodious voices. At the height of the festival the people use to come
in crowds, jostling each other and eager to look on, how they light up
the fireworks and let them off. This town of Sukhotay contains a gong,
split in halves. This town of Sukhotay possesses a temple; possesses a
statue of Buddha, 18 cubits high; possesses a large image of Buddha ....
Schmitt: La ville de Sukhodaya est munie de quatre portes mouvantes et tres grandes par lesquelles le peuple se presse pour venir assister a la fete des illuminations et s'amuser (a courir a travers le feu). La
ville de Sukhodaya est immense, c'est a s'y perdre: au milieu de la ville
de Sukhodaya i1 y a des viharas; il y a des statues du Buddha, des statues
en relief; i1 y a des statues du Buddha qui sont gran des et fort belles ....
Bradley: This city of Sukhothai has four gates exceeding great.
The people throng and press each other fearfully there, when they come
in to see him (the Prince) burn candles, to see him play with fire within
this city of Sukhothai. In the midst of this city of Sukhothai there are
temple-buildings, there are bronze images of Buddha; there is one eighteen cubits high. There are images of Buddha that are great, there are
images that are beautiful. ...

Comment: Bradley had trouble with the passage ~LlJtJH'(l'II,VJ ~u lJQH
~onLLI'ln (II/20-21), so he omitted the second half from his translation and
tacked the first half on to the preceding sentence. Bastian's translation,
'This town of Sukbotai contains a gong, split in halves,' is of course
nonsense; but Schmitt's translation, 'La ville de Sukhodaya est immense,
c' est as' y perdre'-though not accurate, gives approximately the right
sense. Bradley calls Schmitt's rendering 'wild'. He adds, in the same
footnote: 'Ottr Siamese scholars are quite as much at a loss. A solution
seemed as hopeless as ever, when a Lao friend recognized in it a slangy
colloquialism still current in the North, used in speaking of great numbers,
amounts, and the like-comparable perhaps to such western slang as "fit
to bust", "till you can't rest", etc.'
Coedes: Ce Mo'at'! Sukhodai possede quatre partes : une foule immense s'y presse rour entrer et voi~· le roi ?,llumer les ciers.es et jouer
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avec le feu, ct ce Mo'ail Sukhodai est plein de peuple a en eclater. Au
milieu de ce Mo'ai1 Sukhodai, i1 y a des sanctuaires, i1 y a des statues en
or du Buddha, il y a une statue du Buddha qui mesure dix-huit coudees,
il y a des statue du Buddha qui sont grandes et il y en a de moyennes ...
111/10 ff.

Bastian: When the era was dated 1214, in the year of the dragon,
the father-benefactor Ramkhamheng, the sovereign of this country
(town) of Sisatxanalai-Sukhotay planted a palm tree, and after nineteen
rice crops had gone by, he ordered the workmen to prepare the smooth
surface of a stone, which was fastened and secured in the middle of the
trunk of the palm tree. In the days of the dark moon, at the beginning
and at the end, for eight days, and on the days of the full moon and the
quarters, the assembly of the aged teachers and the priests ascend the
surface of the stone to rest; and the whole circle of pious laymen accomplish the holy law in remembering and observing the victorious precepts.
The father-benefactor Ramkhamhaeng, the sovereign of the country of
Sisatxanalai-Sukhotay, ascending to the surface of the stone, sat down;
and the host of the lords and the sons of the nobles, the whole multitude,
paid homage to him for their villages, paid homage for their towns. On
the first and the last day of the dark moon, on the extinguished moon,
and at the full moon, the white elephant was adorned in its trappings of
costly gold, as it has always been the custom to do. Its name is Ruchasi.
The father-benefactor Ramkhamheng, having mounted on its back, pro
ceeds to worship the image of Phra-Phuth in the jungle. He has brought
forth the engravings from the town of Xolajong, to place them in the
foundation, together with the glorious relics, the jewels holy and splendid from the cave on the source of the waters, the cave on the river's
bank, from the precious fountain in the middle of the palm forest.
Of
the two halls, the one is called the golden, the other the strength of the
protecting Buddha. The flat stone, called Manang-sila, in the form of
an alms-bowl, is placed (as Dagob) above the relics, to close the foundation formed by the stone.
Schmitt: En <;aka 1214, annee cyclique du grand dragon, le prince
Rama-Khomheng roi de <;ri Sajjan~laya-Sukh6daya fit placer par son
architecte \Jn trone en pierre, a l'op1bre d'un ~roupe de palmiers que
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Sa Majeste avait elle-meme plantes, il y a quatorze ans passes. Le huit
de la lune decroissante, le lmit de la lune croissante, le jour de la pleine
lune, le jour de la nouvelle lune, en foule, les gurus, les theras, les mah&
theras, montent s'asseoir sur ce trone de pierre et recitent le dhartna
aux lai'ques; tous observent les preceptes. Cette lecture du dharma ne
se fait pas le jour ou le prince Rama-Khomheng, roi de <;;ri Sajjan&layaSukhodaya, as sis sur ce trone de pierre, reuni t le peuple, les mandarins
et les juges pour leur faire jurer fidelite au gouvernement. Le demier
jour de la lune decroissante, puis le jour de la pleine June sont des jours
de merites pour l'elE~phant blanc appele Rupa <;ri; on lui met un panier
dore richement orne et entoure de rideaux. Le roi Rama-kbomheng y
monte, va faire ses devotions au vihara des Aryyikas, puis s'en revient.
Il y a une inscription dans la ville de Jalieng-Sagabok qui indique des
reliques precieuses. Une autre inscription se trouve dans la caverne,
dite caverne de Phra: Rama, situee sur la rive de la riviere Somphai.
Une autre inscription est conservee dans la caverne dite Ratana-DMr.
11 y a ici, dans le pare des palmiers, deux s&las dont l'un est appele Phra:
Masa, l'autre Buddha-b&la. La pierre qui sert ici de Lr6ne est appelee
Manailga-<;;ila matra.
Bradley: In 1214 of the era, year of the Great Dragon, Prince Khun
Ram Kh~mhaeng, lord of this realm of Si SacbanaH1i-Slikbothai, [having]
planted this grove of palm trees fourteen rice-harvests [before], caused
workmen to hew slabs of stone and to set them up in the open space in
the center of this palm grove. From the day when the moon was quenched and reappeared, for eight days, and from the day when the moon
filled out her orb, for eight days [more], the Arch-priest went up and sat
above the slabs of stone, intoning the Law unto the laity and to the
multitude of people who were observing the precepts. If it were not a
day for reciting the Law, Prince Khtin Ram Khamhaeng, lord of this
realm of Si SachanaHH-SUkhothai, went up and sat above the slabs of
stone, and had the mass of lords, of nobles and of soldiers pledge themselves together unto home and realm. On the days of new and of full
moon, he bad the white elephant named Ruchasi arrayed with trappings
and housings all of gold and ivory ..... right ....... and Prince KhUn
Ram Khamhaeng mounted and rode forth to worship the Buddha [in the
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forest-] monastery, and came again. One inscription is in Muang Ch~
liang, built into the (pagoda) Phd( Sri Ratanathat. One inscription is in
a cave called the cave of (Phra r]am, situate on the bank of the stream
S~mphai. One inscription is in the cave (Ratana] than (Sparkling Brook).
In the midst of this palm grove are two Salas; one called Sala Phdi Mat
(of the Golden Buddha), one called Phuttha B. . . . This stone slab (is]
named Manang Slla Batra (Thought lodged in stone).
Coedes: En 1214, annee du dragon, le Prince Rftma Gm)1heri,
souverain de ce Mo'ari Sukhodai, qui avait fait planter ces palmiers a
sucre depuis quatorze ans deja, ordonna a des ouvriers de tailler cette
dalle de pierre et de la placer au centre de cette palmeraie. Le jour de
la nouvelle lune, le huitieme jour de la lune croissante, le jour de la
pleine lune, le huitieme jour de la lune decroissante, le chapitre des
moines, des theras et des mahatheras monte s'asseoir sur cette dalle de
pierre et y recite la Loi aux la!cs et a l'asscmblee des fideles observant
les preceptes. En dehors des jours de recitation de la Loi, le Prince
Rama Ga1phen, souverain des Mo'ati 9ri Sajjan1Hai et Sukhodai, monte
s'asseoir sur cette dalle de pierre, et, presidant l'assemblee des nobles et
des dignitaires, traite avec eux des affaires du pays.
Les jours de la
nouvelle lune et de la pleine June, le roi fait caparac;onner l'elephant
blanc nomme Ruciic;r1, avec la selle tout ornee d'or et d'ivoire a droite
(et a gauche): le roi y monte et va faire ses devotions au venerable chef
des Arafifiikas, puis s'en revient. 11 y a une inscription dans le Mo'ari
Jalyari, erigee et placee pres de la relique <;ri Ratanadhatu. I1 y a une
inscription dans la grotte appelee Grotte de Bral; Rama et situee au bard
de la riviere Sal)lbay. 11 y a une inscription dans la Grotte Ratanadhara. Dans une clairiere de cette palmeraie, se trouvent deux pavilions:
l'un s'appelle le Pavilion du Buddha d'or, l'autrc le Pavilion du Buddha.
Cette dalle de pierre se nomme Manansilapatra.
Comment. Apart from minor errors, Schmitt gets this important
passage very nearly right, while Bradley misses the meaning altogether.
Schmitt recognized that the 'stone slab','IIVJll\nt (III/12, III/15, III/17,
III/26), is the Manansilapatra throne. Bradley takes a very different
view: 'Having sketched his early life, his prosperous reign, the splendor
of his capital and its surroundings, Prince Khtin Ram Khamhaeng turns
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to note . . . . the preparation, consecration, and installation of four
inscribed monuments of stone, of which we understand that our own was
one' (JSS Vlfl, p. 57, note to line 80). 'The reader will notice,' he continues (ibid., p. 58), 'that the text nowhere distinctly says that the four
inscriptions so abruptly spoken of here [i.e. the three mentioned at Ill/22 f., plus the one now being studied] were engraved on the "stone
slabs" mentioned in line 82 [i.e. Ill/12]. Yet unless we connect the
writing with the slabs, there seems to be not the slightest reason for
saying anything about either. But absolutely convincing on this point
seem to be words in line 96 [III/26]: 'll!'lni111j -which can mean nothing
else than the very stone and the very inscription we are now studying ....
Schmitt for a moment had a glimpse of the truth, and wrote [in 1884]:
"Cette pierre-ci (la pierre de cette inscription meme), nous appelons
Manga (sic) -sila." But later, when he came to edit [the inscription for
Mission Pavie], he renounced it all; for he had committed himself to the
theory that there was but one stone, and it was "un tr6ne en pierre".
So he says here "la pierre qui ici sert de trone est appelee Mananga-Cila
matm". This stone with its pyramid top would make a "tr6ne" less
comfortable even than some we hear of now-a-days' (JSS VI/1, p. 58, note
to line 92). Since Bradley took all these slabs to be inscriptions, it would
hardly do to have the venerable teachers sometimes, and Rama Gmp.ben
sometimes, sit on them; so instead of translating n~~~ ~LmL~'IIm,~u (III/85,
III/87) as 'sat on the stone slab(s)' he translated it as 'sat above the slabs
of stone'. In 1918 Coedes produced irrefutable arguments showing that
Bradley was wrong in his interpretation of this passage, and Schmitt very
nearly right (JSS XII/!, pp. 16-25).

IV /26 f.
Bastian: There are eatables cultivated in this territory, that the
multitude of villagers and citizens may be provided with food, as it is
right and just, according to the laws of line men.
Schmitt: Apres (la conqu~te) i1 se sont livres a !'agriculture pour
nourrir les nombreux habitants des villages et des villes: tout le monde
observe le dharma.
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Bradley: He planted and nurtured a host of sons of this city and
realm to be in accord with righteousness every one.
Coedes: Il a place et nourri tous les habitants de ces pays dans
!'observance de la Loi, sans exception.
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Fig. 1. The stone pillar bearing Riima Ga!pben's inscription. Manuscript and
Inscription Division, National Library, Bangkok.

Fig. 2. The

Manan~iliip'iitra

2 a.

Throne. Royal Place, Bangkok.
With modern fitings.
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2 b. Detail of the stone seat. (Length, 2m.; width, 1.45 m.; thickness, 13t em.)
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Fig. 4.

First page of lithographed copy of transcript prepared by the Commission, with glosses
in King Rama IV's hand, presented to Sir John Bowrmg in !855.
(After Bowring, The Kingdom and People of Stam, I, facing p. 278.)
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presented to the French envoy in 18 56. Bibliotheque nationale, Paris.
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Fig. 6. (a, b, c, d). Pere Schmitt's plates of the inscription.
(After Le Siam Ancien, 1, Pls. LXIV -LXVII.)
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